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1-ATMOSPHERE OF
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS IN
THE SECOND QUARTER OF
2021
Human Rights Action Plan and drafting a new Constitution were the highlights of the first quarter of
2021, though they became obsolete in the second quarter. With an everchanging agenda, polarization
in Turkey escalated drastically. President Erdoğan stated: “It would be very good to have the new
Constitution pass the Parliament with reunification, and further present it to the public. Should
ground for reunification cannot be obtained, we as the People’s Alliance are determined to appear
before public, with the support of fellow parties that support us.”1 This statement strengthened
the anticipation that finding common ground with opposing groups will not be prioritized and that
political polarization will accelerate as it has been the case with elections.
From retired admirals to members of HDP, and from fugitive mob leader Sedet Peker to journalists,
those who criticized the government faced backlash, and were accused of being “terrorists, procoup, fifth power, enemy of the state.” The motion to shut down HDP and an attack at the İzmir
headquarters, leaving one party member dead, all occurred in this political atmosphere.
Second quarter of the year was particularly difficult for journalists as right violations, targeting,
violence, arrests, imprisonment, restrains, threats, investigations, self-censorship, fines and
least 59 journalists and press workers behind bars, with 32 of them convicted and 27 under arrest.
While following public demonstrations, journalists were brutally restrained over violating a circular
by The General Directorate of Security prohibiting filming and recording of law and enforcement
personnel. 16 journalists were arrested in April, May and June, most of them which were arrested
forcibly while covering public demonstrations and were subject to violence. Latest example was
photojournalist Bülent Kılıç. A police officer handcuffed and arrested Kılıç by placing his knee on
his neck and used excessive force as Kılıç was covering the Pride March in Taksim/İstanbul. Press
organizations condemned the mistreatment and organized coordinated protests in İstanbul, Ankara
and İzmir, objecting to increasing violence against journalists and the circular. It has been observed
that collaborations and joint statements by press organizations were quite common in the second
quarter of the year.
1 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/politika/cumhurbaskani-erdogan-yeni-anayasada-uzlasma-olmazsa-milletimizin-takdirine-sunmaktakararliyiz/2255835
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infamous ties between mafia, politics and journalists were on the agenda. As of June, there were at

Journalists were bluntly targeted by politicians, namely by Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu and
members of MHP. So much so that poisoning a journalist was suggested.2 Politicians adopting
antagonization and marginalization as political tools and targeting journalists can have serious
consequences. Press organizations addressed the dangers of adopting such rhetoric and underlined
that impunity encourages attackers. Targeting became a key feature of polarized politics and
habituated attacks against journalists.
In the second quarter, a sports commentator and 14 journalists were attacked, threatened, or were
otherwise forcibly restrained.3 Increasing number of people who believe they can attack or threaten
journalists with death over articles or comments they disapprove, is worrisome.
Supported with data gathered from the monthly Press for Freedom Reports by the Association of
Journalists, this report features right violations and journalism trials in the second quarter of the
year. The report also features manipulative disinformation campaigns carried out by fake accounts
and bots.
On the “Political-economy of the media” chapter, this report focuses on media ownership and
government ties, concentrating on public resources allocated to pro-government media. Apart
from advertisements by public banks and companies, this report also features resources allocated
by BIK along with circulation tables. All of the mentioned above strengthen the argument that pro-
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government media is highly dependent on public funds.

2 https://halktv.com.tr/turkiye/akpli-doktordan-soyluya-gazeteci-zehirleme-onerisi-455621h
3 Serkan İlik, İbrahim Akkuş, Mustafa Uslu, Ahmet Atmaca, Hanifi Güzel, Elvan Yılmaz, Hüseyin Arif Çakmak, Ferdi Karabıyık, Özge
Uyanık, Hasan Tolga Balcılar, Halil İbrahim Uğur, Mehmet Erol, Uğur Karakullukçu, Candaş Tolga Işık, Bülent Kılıç.
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2-FREEDOM OF THE PRESS:
LEGAL REGULATIONS,
STATE AND GOVERNMENT
POLICIES
In the second quarter of the year, the government did not take any steps towards bettering freedom
of expression and of the press. On the contrary, pressure on journalists, restrain on freedom of
expression and restrictive measures on the press increased.

a.Legal regulations, trials, journalists in prison
Legal regulations
The most prominent regulation of the second quarter was a circular issued by the General Directorate
of Security on filming law enforcement personnel.
Said circular signed by Director General Mehmet Aktaş on April 27th 2021 prohibits filming or
recording police officers on duty during protests and public demonstrations, on the grounds of
“violating privacy and personal rights.”4 Professional organizations raised concerns over possible
outcomes of the circular, stating it will undermine freedom of the press, as well as the right to
be informed. Opposition parties, bars and professional press organizations took matters to
court. Association of Journalists, Journalists’ Union of Turkey, İzmir Association of Journalists,
Progressive Journalists’ Association and DİSK Basın-İş called for the annulment of the circular.

for censorship” further stating: “Law enforcement personnel might also agree that their rights are
being violated when being filmed on duty. However, instead of censoring unpleasant footage, one
must keep himself from behaving in a shameful manner, thus complying with the fundamental
principles of democracy which are accountability and transparency.”5
The Association of Journalists and Journalists’ Union of Turkey appealed to the Council of State
for the annulment of the circular.6 DİSK Basın-İş applied to the Ombudsman Institution. CHP, Media
and Law Studies Association and Bars of Ankara and Diyarbakır also appealed to the Council of
State.
In the first quarter of the year, justice reform, a new constitution and Human Rights Action Plan
hinted possible reforms on freedom of expression and of the press. Though government was
4 https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-56947389
5 https://gc-tr.org/gazeteciler-cemiyetinden-kamunun-bilgilenme-hakki-vurgulamasi/
6 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/435063/gazeteciler-cemiyeti-emniyetin-sansur-genelgesine-karsi-danistayda-dava-acti
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President of the Association of Journalists Nazmi Bilgin called the circular “an unacceptable order

criticized for being “insincere.” Second quarter of the year almost proved the criticism to be right
as Human Rights Action Plan was not enacted. President Erdoğan stated: “We are reviewing the
time limits for filing an action with respect to offences committed through the media, press, and the
internet in order to strengthen freedom of expression. We are developing measures to facilitate the
professional activities of journalists in order to raise standards regarding freedom of expression
and press freedom.”7 The only step taken on the Plan was the establishment of Monitoring and
Action Board. It was stated that the time limits for filing an action and legislation on freedom of
expression will be revised within one year.8
Another prominent legal regulation from the second quarter was the decision to officially withdraw
from İstanbul Convention. A Presidential Decree published on the Official Gazette on March 20th
stated Turkey will withdraw from The Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating
Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence, better known as the “İstanbul Convention” on
July 1st. This decision was criticized by many and matters were taken to the Council of State. In
late June, the Council of State rejected the applications for appeal and Turkey officially withdrew
from the İstanbul Convention.
In the second quarter of the year, two legislative proposals on BİK were submitted to the Parliament.
Both proposals were submitted by CHP. Proposals submitted on April 29th9 and June 9th 202110 and
suggested a decrease on the commission rate of BİK, thus supporting the struggling local press.
Proposals were passed on to the Commission for initial debate. A legislative proposal11 in the first
quarter of the year, on the regulation of online media by MP Halil Öztürk of MHP was criticized over
anti-democratic articles. It was also passed on to the Commission.
CHP proposed a bill for a new Press Law and further voiced the need for regulation of online
media.12 The bill suggested online media to be included in the scope of Press Law, granting it legal
assurance. The bill suggests regulations that will prevent journalists working for online platforms
from being excluded from the Press Law and being subject to legal penalties outside its scope.
Bill also suggests, in cases of alleged crimes committed by journalists, they are to be investigated
M4D Project Media Monitoring Report April May June 20201

in accordance with the Press Law in terms of legal time limits for filing an action and files to be
dropped in cases of prescription. In the first quarterly report of the M4D Project, the increase in
journalists being prosecuted over articles or content they shared many years ago was discussed in
detail. The bill proposed by CHP aims to terminate this as it hinders freedom of expression and of
the press. The bill also suggests a fifty percent increase in sentences for crimes committed against
journalists, namely; damage, threat and deprivation of liberty.
The ruling party is also drafting a Press Law. At the “Online Media and Press” seminar,
Communications Director Fahrettin Altun stated: “We are all aware of the need for a regulation
on online media. Firstly, it is important to define the legal status of journalists working for online
platforms. Establishing standards for online journalism, creating a favorable working environment,
and protecting the rights of workers are crucial.”13
7 https://www.tccb.gov.tr/assets/dosya/2021-03-02-insanhaklari.pdf
8 https://basin.adalet.gov.tr/insan-haklari-eylem-plani-takvimi-adalet-bakanligi-sitesinde-yayinlandi_44808
9 https://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d27/2/2-3594.pdf
10 https://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d27/2/2-3665.pdf
11 https://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d27/2/2-3455.pdf
12 https://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d27/2/2-3696.pdf
13 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gunun-icinden/fahrettin-altun-internet-gazeteciligi-icin-hukuki-duzenlemelere-ihtiyac-
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Turkish parliament ratified the “Code for Amendment of the Penal Procedure Code and Other Codes”
better known as the “4th Judicial Reform Package”. This faced criticism as the reform package
necessitates physical evidence for prosecution regarding the sexual abuse of children.14
“Austerity Measures” by the Presidential office published on the Official Gazette dated June 30th
featured articles concerning the press.15 According to the measures, public institutions can no
longer purchase newspapers and subscribe to periodicals that are not directly related to their field
of work. An exception for these bans were monitoring institutions and libraries. Institutions were
also banned from advertising any topic other than their field of work. Aiming to promote austerity,
these measures however, were criticized by professional press organizations over possible negative
impact it will have on local press. President of the Association of Journalists Nazmi Bilgin stated
that the local press already suffers from the pandemic and such measures will mark the end of
it. Bilgin stated: “Public advertisement is not being fairly distributed, %95 of the local press faces
an immediate threat of being shut down. Under these circumstances, ceasing the already limited
sources of local press is unacceptable. “Austerity Measures” should be revised. Press should be
protected if one is seeking for austerity.”16 Professional press organizations lead by the Journalists’
Union of Turkey, objected the measures by organizing protests in Ankara, İstanbul, İzmir, Mersin,
Adana and Eskişehir in early July.17

Constitutional Court
In the second quarter of the year, certain rulings by the Constitutional Court signaled press freedom.
Thus, members of the High Court who disagreed with the over rulings noted the importance of
maintaining democratic legal standards defining freedom of expression and of the press. The
Constitutional Court was therefore criticized by the ruling party and its ally MHP.
Defending democratic values engraved in the state of law, The Constitutional Court has a unique
stance as it is the very last resort in seeking justice in cases of right violations. Therefore, the High
Court being accused of political affiliation is important, especially when accusations are extended
from the government. It is worth noting Chairman of MHP Devlet Bahçeli’s remarks on shutting the

Political criticism targeting the Constitutional Court particularly focused on the cases of shutting
HDP down and the rights violations against HDP MP Ömer Faruk Gergerlioğlu.
Due to lack of procedure, The Constitutional Court returned the indictment for shutting HDP
down back to the General Prosecutor of the Supreme Court of Appeal. Chairman of MHP Bahçeli
insisted “HDP should be shut down”19 and further stated: “There is an urgent need to shut down
the Constitutional Court as well as shutting down HDP. Decision to return the case of shutting
var-6511777/
14 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/gundem/4-yargi-paketi-tbmm-adalet-komisyonunda-kabul-edildi/2283141#
15 https://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/2021/06/20210630-15.pdf
16 https://t24.com.tr/haber/gazeteciler-cemiyeti-baskani-bilgin-tasarruf-genelgesi-degistirilmelidir-gercek-tasarruf-isteniyorsabasinin-yasamasi-saglanmalidir,964872
17 https://t24.com.tr/haber/tgs-genel-baskani-durmus-yerel-gazeteler-nefes-alamaz-hale-gelecek-haberden-bilgiden-tasarrufolur-mu,964625
18 https://www.ekovitrin.com/politika/bahceli-nin-anayasa-mahkemesi-yerine-kurulmasini-istedigi-divan-i-h131931.html
19 https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/bahceliden-yargitaya-hdpye-kapatma-davasi-acin/5732937.html
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Constitutional Court down.18

HDP down is void in the eyes of national conscience and it damages Turkey in its core.”20 The
General Prosecutor of the Supreme Court of Appeal later submitted the rectified case back to the
Constitutional Court and it was put in process on June 21st.
The Constitutional Court abolished the regulation on turning financial assets of certain media
corporations to the Treasury. Media corporations in question were shut down with a Presidential
Decree following the unsuccessful coup d’état attempt on July 15th 2016. Said regulation enabled
shutting media corporations down and transferring their financial resources by approval from a
Minister but was abolished on the grounds of being unconstitutional.
Members of the Constitutional Court could not form a consensus over a regulation that would
grant administrators increased power over the press. Directorate of Communication’s authority to
request “all necessary information” on individuals from public institutions and legal entities was
found constitutional. Five members of the High Court, including President Zühtü Arslan, opposed
the decision, and warned that once obtained by the Directorate, personal information will be
unprotected. Arslan underlined such regulation should have been made within the scope of law and
the regulation grants almost unlimited authority to the Directorate. President of the Association
of Journalists Nazmi Bilgin pointed out that such regulation bears the danger of blacklisting and
further stated: “The decision to regulate this issue with a decree rather than a law is unconstitutional
and against the principles of democracy.”21
On the grounds of being unconstitutional, the Constitutional Court annulled the regulation of
contracts and payroll of the personnel of the Directorate of Communication by Presidential
Decrees.22
In the case of Hayko Bağdat, the Constitutional Court ruled that his freedom of expression was
violated. Bağdat had charges pressed against him over allegedly insulting former Mayor of Ankara,
Melih Gökçek and was fined to pay non-pecuniary damages. The Court concluded: “Although it
is disturbing, the applicant’s conviction to pay non-pecuniary damages due to criticisms against
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politicians, who are in a much more advantageous position than others in responding to allegations,
accusations and criticisms directed against them, may have a deterrent effect, cause different
voices in the public to be silent and prevent pluralist values in the society from being sustained.”23
An important application was made to the Constitutional Court regarding the personal rights of
journalists. Ankara 21st Labor Court applied to the Constitutional Court on the grounds that the fiveyear professional severance requirement to pay compensation to journalists is unconstitutional.
The Labor Court expressed that it is unconstitutional not to take the working hours of less than
six months in calculating the one-year seniority of the journalists into account. In the application,
it was noted that press workers are among the most insecure workers in terms of entitlement
to severance pay, and that “journalists, who have important duties such as informing the public
correctly, should be freed from the influence of the employer as much as possible and their
wages should be secured.” Stating that there are four labor laws in force in Turkey and making a
20
21
22
23

https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/son-dakika-devlet-bahceliden-aymye-sert-tepki-6345645/
https://gc-tr.org/bilgin-kisisel-haklar-kararname-ile-duzenlenemez/
https://normkararlarbilgibankasi.anayasa.gov.tr/ND/2021/13?EsasNo=2018%2F134
https://kararlarbilgibankasi.anayasa.gov.tr/BB/2019/4585
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comparison, the 21st Labor Court defended that the criteria for entitlement to severance pay, which
is valid for other workers, should also apply to press workers.24

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
According to the 2020 report of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), Turkey was the
second country with the highest number of violation verdicts, following Russia.25 With a remarkable
increase in applications from Turkey in the first five months of 2021, the difference between Russia
and Turkey fell to 1.2%. In the same period, applications from Turkey pending evaluation increased
to 13 thousand 350, while Ankara’s share rose to 20.6%. The total number of applications pending
evaluation at the ECtHR increased to 64 thousand 950.26
In the second quarter of the year, there were many cases where the ECtHR ruled that rights of
journalists in Turkey were violated. Regarding the cases of Tunca Öğreten and Mahir Kanaat, in
which the two journalists applied to the ECtHR for being arrested nearly a year, the Court ruled that
their right to freedom had been violated. The Court ruled Öğreten to be compensated 14 thousand
euros for non-pecuniary damages and 5 thousand 700 euros for pecuniary damages, and Kanaat to
be compensated 14 thousand euros for non-pecuniary damages. Öğreten and Kanaat are on trial,
charged with being members of a terrorist organization, and for reporting on the leaked e-mails of
former Treasury and Finance Minister Berat Albayrak.27
Regarding the case of journalist Murat Aksoy, the ECtHR concluded that his right to freedom and
security and right to freedom of expression had been violated. Aksoy was detained for more than a
year on charges of aiding the Fetullah Terrorist Organization and was sentenced to two years and
one month in prison in 2018. The court ordered Aksoy to be paid 11 thousand 500 euros for nonpecuniary damages.28
As for Ahmet Altan’s application, the ECtHR ruled that Turkey violated his rights, on the grounds
that statements and articles would not create reasonable suspicion for being accused or getting
arrested. Court ruled Altan to be paid 16 thousand euros for non-pecuniary damages.29 The ECtHR
coup attempt, to be paid 12 thousand 240 euros for non-pecuniary damages.30
Given the increase in lawsuits filed for insulting President Erdoğan, violation of freedom of expression
rulings by the European Court of Human Rights, on the cases of those accused with it, is important.
Among those was the case of CHP Chairman Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, where he was found guilty of
insulting President Erdoğan in his speeches at the Parliament dated January 31st and February 7th
2012. Local court ruled Kılıçdaroğlu to pay President Erdoğan 10 thousand liras for non-pecuniary
damages. The EctHR however, ruled Kılıçdaroğlu’s right to freedom of expression had been violated
and that he is to be paid 11 thousand 385 euros for pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages.31
24 https://www.birgun.net/haber/is-mahkemesi-gazetecilerin-kidem-tazminatina-iliskin-duzenlemeye-itiraz-etti-en-guvencesizisciler-basinda-348213
25 https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Facts_Figures_2020_ENG.pdf
26 https://tr.euronews.com/2021/06/29/aihm-de-beklenen-basvurularda-turkiye-liste-bas-rusya-y-yakalamak-uzere
27 https://expressioninterrupted.com/en/aihm-tunca-ogreten-ve-mahir-kanaat-icin-ihlal-karari-verdi/
28 https://expressioninterrupted.com/en/aihm-gazeteci-murat-aksoy-icin-ihlal-karari-verdi/
29 https://expressioninterrupted.com/en/aihm-den-ahmet-altan-icin-hak-ihlali-karari/
30 https://expressioninterrupted.com/en/ali-bulac/
31 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye-kilicdarogluna-11-bin-385-avro-odeecek-1829660
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also ruled that writer Ali Bulaç of Zaman newspaper, who was imprisoned for two years after the

On the case of Banu Güven, the EctHR ruled that being a journalist, Güven has to report on matters
concerning the public and that she was victimized due to “precautionary measures.” Güven had
applied to the EctHR against the “precautionary measures” which prevent publishing stories about
December 17-25 Corruption Investigations.32

Press trials
There are different estimates regarding the number of imprisoned journalists in Turkey. The
difference stems from whether press workers, other than those directly involved in news production,
should also be included in the number as journalists or not.
As of the second quarter of the year, there are a total of 70 journalists behind bars, with 36 of them
being convicted and 34 under arrest. According to data gathered by the Press for Freedom (PfF)
Project of the Association of Journalists, in April 2021, a total of 65 journalists were behind bars
with 36 of them being convicted and 29 under arrest. According to data gathered in May, total
number was down to 63 with 37 convicted and 26 under arrest. In June, number was down to 59
with 32 convicted and 27 under arrest.33
Below is data gathered from various professional organizations that monitor ongoing journalism
prosecutions:
•

According to Expression Interrupted, the number of imprisoned journalists is 63.

•

According to Jailed Journos, the number of imprisoned journalists is 82.

•

According to Media and Law Studies Association (MLSA Turkey) the number of imprisoned
journalists is 62.

•

According to Press in Arrest, the number of imprisoned journalists is at least 39 and 261
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journalists are being prosecuted on 239 trials.
•

According to Journalists’ Union of Turkey (TGS) the number of imprisoned journalists is 38.

•

According to the International Press Institute’s (IPI) “Free Turkey Journalists” Campaign the
number of imprisoned journalists is: 53.

Despite the decrease in the number of detained journalists compared to the first quarter of the year,
Turkey is still the country with the highest number of journalists behind bars. Accusations against
journalists, prosecutions for dated articles or posts, and associating news about public officials
with crimes related to the fight against terrorism still continue.
According to a report focusing on the second half 2020 by the Media and Legal Studies Association
(MLSA), the rate of pretrial detention in cases against journalists has decreased notably, but
accusations against journalists have not changed. In the review for the period of February 2019 32 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/aihm-banu-guveni-hakli-buldu-1725i-arastirma-komisyonuyla-ilenen-haber-yasagi-hak-ihlalisayildi-haber-1521269
33 http://www.pressforfreedom.org/
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March 2020, it was noted that journalists were held in pretrial detention in 49% of the cases, this
rate was as low as 9% in the period of June-December 2020. However, it is worth mentioning that
in this period, journalists were prosecuted under the Anti-Terror Act and %96 of the time, outputs
of their journalistic work such as news, broadcast and footage were put forward as evidence.
Commenting on the report, MLSA Co-Director Lawyer Veysel Ok said: “Professional activities of
journalist are cited as evidence for all kinds of accusations, including membership to an armed
organization. Though we see prosecution without arrest more frequently, we find it difficult to say
that the judiciary has reached a good point. Let alone being prosecuted without arrest, journalists
are being prosecuted on cases they should not be prosecuted at all in the first place.”34
According to reports by Press for Freedom Project of the Association of Journalists and M4D
funded “The Price of News” (Haberin Bedeli) reports by journalist Hayri Demir:
•

In April, at least 49 journalists were prosecuted on 21 trials. 48 journalists were given prison
sentences while one journalist was ordered to be fined 50 thousand liras in compensation.
Five journalists on pre-trial detention, including the ones who reported on two villagers in
Van who were allegedly thrown out of a helicopter and were tortured by the gendarmerie,
were released. 11 out of the 21 trials, journalists were accused with “being members of an
armed terrorist organization.” Mostly based on social media posts, eight journalists were
accused of “conducting terrorist propaganda” while three journalists stood trial for “insulting
the President.”

•

In the first 17 days of May, 12 hearings of 28 journalists were postponed due to measures
against the coronavirus pandemic. Starting from May 20th, 15 journalists have appeared
before judges in 12 cases. A journalist was acquitted, and a journalist was sentenced to 1
year and 3 months in prison. A detained journalist was also released.

•

In June, 87 journalists and press workers were prosecuted in 36 cases. Five journalists on
trial were charged with “insulting the President”, 11 journalists were charged with “conducting
Five of the journalists on trial were acquitted.

The number of journalists detained in April, May and June 2021 was 16.35
Jinnews reporter Beritan Canözer’s house was raided, Canözer was detained in Diyarbakır. She
was released three days later.36 Zihni Çakır, Editor-in-Chief of Avazturk Website, was detained in
Ankara as part of an investigation into the statement of 104 retired admirals. Çakır is charged with
“violating the confidentiality of the investigation” and was released pending trial, following a twoday detention.37
34 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/mlsa-dava-gozlem-raporu-tutuklu-yargilamalarda-dususe-ragmen-gazetecilik-hala-suc/
35 Beritan Canözer, Zihni Çakır, Taylan Öztaş, Serpil Ünal, Kardelen Yoğungan (20 & 27 April), Bilal Meyveci, Enes Sezgin (26 & 27
April), Ersin Özgül, Lezgin Tekay, Ceylan Şahin, Sena Dolar, Ökkeş Taşkın, Can Selman, Lokman Gezgin (arrested), Bülent Kılıç, Murat
Bay.
36 https://gazetekarinca.com/2021/04/gozaltina-alinan-gazeteci-beritan-canozer-serbest/
37 https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/bildiride-yeni-gozalti-41789633
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terrorist propaganda” and 39 journalists with “being members of a terrorist organization.”

Most of the journalists who were detained during the three-month period, were forcibly detained
while covering protests and were subject to violence. The last example was AFP photojournalist
Bülent Kılıç. Kılıç was covering the Pride March event in Taksim, Istanbul where he was pinned to the
ground by a police officer with his knee on Kılıç’s neck, and handcuffed. Journalists protested the
mistreatment and organized protests outside the governor’s office in İstanbul, Ankara and İzmir.38
One of the most prominent cases that came to fore was the case of two journalists who reported on
two citizens who were allegedly tortured and were thrown out of a helicopter. Detained journalists
Adnan Bilen, Cemil Uğur, Şehirban Abi and Nazan Sala were released after their first hearing held on
April 2nd. At the hearing, journalist Adnan Bilen reacted to the fact that not holding a yellow press
card was deemed as evidence and stated: “There are tens of thousands of journalists in Turkey who
do not hold a yellow press card.” Nazan Sala stated she held a yellow press card until 2017, but her
card was canceled with a Decree-Law, and that journalism cannot be determined with a card. Cemil
Uğur said, “The indictment states that we do not cover stories on sports, magazines and nature.
This alone proves how far the indictment is from legality.” The journalist were released on bail and
were banned from leaving the country. Five journalists are facing prison terms of 7 years, 6 months
to 15 years on charges of “being a member of an armed terrorist organization” pursuant to Article
314/2 of the Turkish Penal Code and Article 5 of the Anti-Terror Law.39
Journalists are still being prosecuted over dated social media posts or online articles they penned in
the past. One of the most iconic lawsuits in this regard was the lawsuit filed against journalist Melis
Alphan for an Instagram post dating back to 2015. At the first hearing on April 6th, it was demanded
that Alphan to be sentenced to 7 years and 6 months in prison on the grounds “conducting terrorist
propaganda” pursuant to Anti-Terror Law, and for committing the crime by means of press. At the
final hearing on May 21st, Alphan was acquitted, as it was concluded that “elements of the crime
did not occur.”40
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Journalist, writer and director Ruhi Karadağ also had a case filed against him over dated social
media content. Karadağ was detained at Sabiha Gökçen Airport on March 24th. The following day,
he testified on the case where he was charged with “conducting terrorist propaganda” and was
released with ne exeat and judicial control. The reason for the accusation was posts Karadağ
shared on his social media account in 2015. He shared articles by T24, CNN Türk, Sözcü as well as
the poster of the movie “Simurg” directed by him, and a news clipping of the newspaper Evrensel
promoting the book “Suskunlar Konuşuyor: Yaralı Yonca”, which he co-wrote with journalist Faruk
Balıkçı Said posts were deemed criminal, leading him getting charged with “conducting terrorist
propaganda.”41
Referring to statements by anonymous witnesses as evidence in cases against journalists is also
very problematic. Journalist Abdurrahman Gök is one of the journalists who was accused by a
38
39
40
41

https://www.diken.com.tr/gazetecienler-uc-kentte-afp-muhariri-bulent-kilic-icin-eylem/
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/helikopter-davasinda-tutuklu-gazetecilere-tahliye-haber-1518022
https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/gazeteci-nurcan-yalcin-hakim-karsisina-cikti/
https://expressioninterrupted.com/tr/turkiye-de-basin-ve-ifade-ozgurlugu-311/
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testimony of an anonymous witness. The case against Gök was filed over photographs he took.
Photographing the moment Kemal Kurkut was shot and killed by the police before the Nevruz
celebration in 2017, Gök is on trial due to allegations of being a member of a terrorist organization
and conducting a cascade of propaganda via the press. During the hearing at the Diyarbakır 5th
Criminal Court, counter statements were taken against the statements of the anonymous witness,
codenamed “Patience” (Sabır), who testified against Gök. The anonymous witness claimed that
“Kurkut was a member of a terrorist organization and that Gök had captured the moment of Kurkut’s
shooting upon the instructions of the terrorist organization.” The hearing, in which Gök was facing
a sentence from 9 years and 4 months to 28 years in prison, was adjourned.42
Selda Manduz, editor of the Demokrat News website, also stood trial based on claims by an
anonymous witness. Manduz was charged with “being a member of an armed terrorist organization”
and faced prison sentence from 7 years 6 months to 15 years. At the hearing on April 8th, in which
statements of two anonymous witnesses and Manduz’s phone conversations with two journalists
were cited as evidence, the court acquitted Manduz on the grounds that “elements of crime did not
occur.”43
In the new lawsuits filed in the second quarter of the year, journalists’ professional work, archives,
social media posts and otherwise products of journalistic work, were continued to be put forward
as evidence of crime.
A lawsuit was filed against journalist and writer Yılmaz Özdil, where he was charged with “public
insult” for his article titled “The Threat of the Bigot” (Yobazın Tehdidi) published in Sözcü newspaper.
Upon complaint by the person who was featured on the article, a lawsuit was filed against Özdil,
demanding imprisonment from 3 months, 15 days to 2 years and 4 months.44
Journalist Oktay Candemir was taken to court on grounds of “conducting terrorist propaganda”
facing up to 5 years in prison. Images from past news stories in his archive from 16 years ago, and
his social media posts were cited as evidence.45
An indictment was prepared against journalist Ruşen Takva for covering a protest on January 8th
was charged with “being a member of an armed terrorist organization” and “not dispersing despite
warning and use of force.” It was alleged that Takva “organized” the march, which he was covering
for a news story.46
Journalist Cihan Ölmez was charged with “conducting terrorist propaganda” for sharing his
statements on social media regarding the curfews implemented in the Cizre county of Şırnak
back in 2015 and 2016. He is facing 1 to 5 years imprisonment. Prosecutor of the case referred to
Evrensel newspaper and Bianet website as “so-called media organs.”47
42 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/gazeteci-gokun-durusmasi-yapildi-bu-bir-husumet-davası-haber-1524265
43 https://womeninjournalism.org/cfwij-press-statements/turkey-cfwij-welcomes-journalist-selda-manduzs-acquittal
44 https://t24.com.tr/haber/cenazesi-camiye-alinmasin-demisti-ebubekir-sifil-in-sikayette-bulundugu-yilmaz-ozdil-hakkindahapis-istemyle-dava-acildi,953909
45 https://expressioninterrupted.com/tr/oktay-candemir-e-acilan-davanin-ilk-durusmasi-goruldu/
46 https://expressioninterrupted.com/tr/rusen-takva-ilk-durusmasinda-judge-karsina-cikti/
47 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/gazeteciye-dava-acan-savci-evrensel-ve-bianete-sozde-yayin-dedi-haber-1519113
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in Van. A lawsuit was filed against him, demanding prison sentence from 9 to 18 years where he

A lawsuit was filed against Editor-in-Chief Şükrü Sak and reporter Gazi Çınar of Nabız Haber
website, over a news story published in 2017. Headline of the article covering a story on Baydiğin
Municipality of Yozgat read: “AKP mayor blocked the road to take bribe.” Journalists are charged
with “publicly insulting a public official due to his duty” and are facing a prison sentence from 3
months to 2 years.48
A lawsuit was filed against Deniz Yücel, former Turkish Representative of the German Die Welt
newspaper, on the grounds of “publicly insulting the Turkish nation, and the Turkish State.” Two
articles penned by Yücel and published on October 26-27, 2016 are the cause of the indictment,
which demanded a prison sentence from 6 months to 2 years.49
The lawsuit filed against BursaMuhalif.com news site owner and Editor-in-Chief Ozan Kaplanoğlu
on the charge of “conducting terrorist propaganda” for covering a press release about “Operation
Olive Branch” was concluded. Kaplanoğlu was sentenced to 1 year, 10 months and 15 days in
prison.50
A Five-year prison sentence given to İsmail Çoban, former Editor-in-Chief of Azadiya Welat
newspaper, on the grounds of “conducting chain propaganda for an (terror) organization” was
overturned by the Court of Appeal. The retrial was concluded, Çoban was sentenced to 4 years and
6 months in prison. Çoban was also sentenced to 2 years in prison for the newspaper clippings he
collected on grounds of “smuggling prohibited items into the penitentiary institution or prison”.51
Fethiye First Instance Court sentenced cartoonist Nuri Kurtcebe to 2 years in prison on the grounds
of “Insulting the President.” Kurtcebe was prosecuted over his Facebook posts from 2017 and
2018.52
Another prominent journalism trial in the second quarter of the year was held in Bitlis. Bitlis News
Editor-in-chief and President of the Bitlis Association of Journalists Sinan Aygül was on trial for
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“violating the confidentiality of an investigation” over an article about child abuse. He surrendered
to prison when his 5-month prison sentence was approved. Aygül was released on probation the
next day. Giving a brief statement in front of the prison, Aygül said: “This sentence is not personally
important to me but punishing a news article that reveals sexual abuse against a child is something
else. Let’s not let press freedom get restricted as it was in this case, let’s not legitimize assault and
rape.”53
Press in Arrest published the “‘The Anatomy of Journalist Prosecutions in Turkey” Report, focusing
on the journalism trials of the last three years. The report emphasized that in one out of every 10
journalist investigations, prosecutors demand life sentences and in 61% of the cases, the court
board changed at least once.54 According to the report, 58% of journalists on trial were held in
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

https://parantezhaber.com/parantez-ozel/gazeteci-sukru-saka-basin-ozgurlugu-gununde-bir-dava-daha-10079h
https://www.dw.com/tr/t%C3%BCrkiye-eksik-demokrasiden-%C4%B1l%C4%B1ml%C4%B1-otokrasiye-geriledi/a-54261148
https://www.evrensel.net/haber/417266/gazeteci-hayri-tunca-2-yl-ceza-gercegin-pesinden-gitmeye-devam-edecegiz
https://gazetekarinca.com/2021/05/tutuklu-gazeteciye-gazete-kupurleri-biriktirlenen-hapis-cezasi/
https://www.toplumsal.com.tr/gundem/karikarist-nuri-kurtcebe-ye-cumhurbaskanina-hakaretten-hapis-cezasi-h59403.html
https://bianet.org/1/19/246588-tacizci-serbest-haberi-yapan-gazeteci-sinan-aygul-cezaevinde
https://www.evrensel.net/haber/417266/gazeteci-hayri-tunca-2-yl-ceza-gercegin-pesinden-gitmeye-devam-edecegiz
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supermax prisons. In 22 cases where 58 journalists were on trial, the principle of public hearing
was violated. In 240 cases, articles of Anti-Terror Law were referred to 299 times.55
Among the investigations involving journalists in the second quarter of the year, there were also
those related to journalists exposed or otherwise were subject to allegations by crime-boss
leader Sedat Peker. Allegations about “Internethaber.com” site owner Hadi Özışık and Habertürk
TV programmer Veyis Ateş’s infamous ties with politics and mafia as well as Ateş requesting 10
million euros from fugitive Sezgin Baran Korkmaz were among the most talked about. A criminal
complaint was filed against Ateş on the grounds of “attempting to influence a fair trial”, “threat”,
“blackmail” and “establishing an organization with an intend to commit crimes.”56
Interior Minister Süleyman Soylu also filed a criminal complaint against Hadi Özışık and Süleyman
Özışık. In the investigation initiated by the Ankara Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office, police searched
the office of “internethaber.com” website, owned by Hadi Özışık and Süleyman Özışık. It was claimed
that the houses of Özışık brothers were also searched as part of the operation. It was stated that
during the search, phones and digital material belonging to both of them were confiscated.57
Opposition parties called on the prosecutors over allegations that Veyis Ateş demanded 10 million
euros from fugitive Korkmaz. Korkmaz has a search warrant issued on him. CHP Chairman Kemal
Kılıçdaroğlu said: “He says he demands this money for a political structure in Ankara and that it
can be done. For whom this money was asked for? I want to know.” Deputy Chairman of İYİ Party
Bahadır Erdem said: “Bottom line is; so-called journalist Veyis Ateş is racketeering Baran Korkmaz
in the name of Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu.” Ahmet Şık, Istanbul MP of the Workers’ Party
of Turkey, said: “Veyis Ateş does not want 10 million euros for himself, but on behalf of the clique
dealing with Korkmaz. By “dealing” I mean the investigation on Korkmaz.”58

b.Press-card regulations
The debate on press cards in Turkey does not seem to come to an end. In the lawsuit filed by the
the Directorate of Communications dated December 14th 2018, execution of many articles was
suspended. In summary, with the decision of the Council of State, details of which we have included
in our first quarter report, articles regulating the circumstances under which the press cards can
be revoked were suspended. Articles in question were: “acting in a manner that will harm the
professional honor of the press”, “acting against the national security or public order, or adopting
such behavior.” Suspended provisions enabled administrators to issue press cards to bureaucrats
and civil servants under legal uncertainty and in an arbitrary manner.59

55 https://media-cdn.t24.com.tr/files/Turkiyede_Gazeteci_Yarg%C4%B1lamalarinin_Anatomy_Raporu.pdf
56 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/son-dakika-veyis-ates-hakkinda-harekete-gecildi-1845475
57 https://www.dw.com/en/%C3%B6z%C4%B1%C5%9F%C4%B1k-karde%C5%9Flerin-office-polis-bask%C4%B1n%C4%B1/a
-57630173
58 https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-57488170
59 https://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/mevzuat?MevzuatNo=465andMevzuatTur=21andMevzuatTertip=5
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Progressive Journalists Association at the Council of State against the Press Card Regulation of

By the decision of the Council of State, practices of the Directorate of Communications since
2018 regarding press cards such as; cancellations, non-renewal or procrastination, deprived
legal basis. As a result, second quarter of the year began with the collaboration of professional
organizations for the betterment of the press card agenda. Decision by the Council of State to
suspend the execution of nearly all the articles that journalists objected, was welcomed by many.
However, Director of Communications Fahrettin Altun criticized the decision of the Council of State,
called it “terrorist propaganda” on his social media post. Altun’s Tweet read: “Our state is being
requested to recognize those who propagate PKK or FETO as journalists! We object. As long as we
are in office, we will continue to fight those who conduct ‘terrorist propaganda’ under the name of
‘journalism’. Rejoice by those who admire terrorism is in vain! Think for a moment. Could someone
who constantly propagates for ISIS get a press card in any Western country? Would it matter if they
shrieked “I am a journalist!” No!” 60
Shortly after, the new press card regulation prepared by the Directorate of Communications was
published in the Official Gazette.61 Articles which the Council of State ordered to suspend the
execution, were revised and in most cases, with severe terms. Articles “Establishing an organization,
membership or aiding” and “acting in a manner that will damage the honor of press as a profession
and would overshadow the dignity of the title” were added as grounds for press card cancellation. It
was also stated that press cards of those who encourage violence and terrorism or create content
that would “render the struggle against [terrorism] ineffective” can be revoked. Commenting on the
revised regulation, Director of Communications Fahrettin Altun said: “The articles that prevent those
who propagate terrorism and violence from hiding behind their press cards have been reinforced.
We will continue to foster the prestige of the press card, as promised.”62
Professional press organizations joined forces to oppose the new Press Card Regulation. It is
believed that the new regulation overlooks the decisions of the Council of State and the Constitutional
Court. Press Council, Progressive Journalists Association, Diplomatic Correspondents Association,
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DİSK Basın-İş Union, Economic Correspondents Association, Association of Journalists, İzmir
Association of Journalists, Association of Parliamentary Correspondents, Photojournalists
Association of Turkey, Journalists’ Union of Turkey and Turkish News Cameramen Association,
which all together form the Media Solidarity Group, in their joint statement described the regulation
change as a “blow to freedom of the press.”63
Association of Journalists, Progressive Journalists Association, Journalists’ Union of Turkey,
DİSK Basın-İş Union and Photojournalists Association of Turkey filed a lawsuit against the new
regulation at the Council of State.64

60 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/cumhurbaskanligi-iletisim-baskani-altun-gazetecilik-adi-altinda-terorizm-propagandasiyapanlar-mucadele-edgegiz/2195741
61 https://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/2021/05/20210521-11.pdf
62 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/politika/cumhurbaskani-erdogan-yeni-anayasada-uzlasma-olmazsa-milletimizin-takdirine-sunmaktakararliyiz/2255835
63 https://t24.com.tr/haber/medya-dayanisma-grubu-ndan-yeni-duzenlenen-tepki-basin-karti-kimliginden-soyutlaniyor-basinkartima-dokunma,953802
64 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/basin-meslek-orgutleri-basin-karti-yonelmeligine-yeniden-dava-acti-1847067
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Biased and legally uncertain stance of the Directorate of Communications, as well as injustice
and arbitrary approach in the distribution of press cards, were expressed by professional press
organizations, journalists, opposition representatives and public spokespersons.65 Debate on press
cards is crucial in terms of press freedom in Turkey and was on the public agenda in the second
quarter of the year.
Parliamentary questions addressing Vice President Fuat Oktay regarding the number of press
cards, members of the Press Card Commission, grounds for card cancellations and number of
cancellations remained unanswered. Oktay’s response to CHP Istanbul MP Sezgin Tanrıkulu stated
that as of the end of 2020, press card holders had a gender distribution of 25% female to 75%
male.66 Oktay’s response to CHP Niğde MP Ömer Fethi Gürer’s parliamentary question stated that
the number of journalists holding press cards was 15,769 as of June 29th, 2021.67 With this last
input, table of annual number of press cards has been updated as below:
Graph 1: Change in the number of press cards since 2018 (Table source: M4D reports, answers to CIMER and
TBMM parliamentary questions.)
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and writer Mustafa Sönmez won the lawsuit he filed against the Directorate of Communications
for not having his press card renewed. Ankara 12th Administrative Court found Directorate of
Communications unjust as it failed to conclude Sönmez’s applications and ruled Sönmez to be
given his Permanent Press-Card which he held for 32 years. Commenting on the matter Sönmez
said: “We had disputes with Communications Director Fahrettin Altun on Twitter. He blocked my
account on Twitter. However, Altun cannot force his bureaucratic authority on me. No matter what
happens, there is the law, the judiciary and a court that you can always count on in this country.”68

65 https://www.dw.com/tr/erdo%C4%9Fan%C4%B1n-bas%C4%B1n-kart%C4%B1-ambargosunu-mahkeme-durdurdu/a-57310102
https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/basin-karti-yenilenmeyen-gazeteciler-iletisim-baskanliginin-milli-gazeteci-arayisini-degerlendiriyor/
66 https://www2.tbmm.gov.tr/d27/2/2-3050.pdf
67 https://medyaport.net/2021/07/16/gurerin-basin-sektoru-sorunlarina-cumhurbaskani-yardimcisi-oktaydan-ahlak-vurgulu-yanit/
68 https://bianet.org/bianet/ifade-ozgurlugu/244721-mustafa-sonmez-basin-karti-davasini-kazandi
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Journalists had positive verdicts on their individual applications regarding press cards. Journalist

c.Radio and Television Supreme Council (RTÜK) and Press Advertisement Agency
(BİK)
Elections were held in the General Grand National Assembly of Turkey in order to elect new members
to the Radio and Television Supreme Council. Mehmet Daniş and Orhan Karataş of AKP and Deniz
Güçer of MHP became the new members of RTÜK.69 Despite having a group at the parliament, IYI
Party has not been allocated a seat at RTÜK. Party officials interpreted it as “disrespect against
national will.”70
RTÜK’s biased stance on penalties given to television channels was rather prominent in the second
quarter of the year.
In April, May and June, the Supreme Board imposed penalties citing Article 8 of Code of RTÜK,
on the grounds of; impartiality, rule of law, national and moral values, separatism, discrimination,
incitement to hatred and enmity, insult and slander beyond the limits of criticism, unfair interests,
violation of human dignity and privacy. Said article has been criticized on the grounds that it enables
punishment based on subjective interpretations.
Below is a list of penalties imposed by RTÜK in the second quarter:
•

Kanal D was fined over certain episodes of the police procedural “Arka Sokaklar.” Said
episodes had scenes where a lawye r was subject to physical violence and a hadith of Prophet
Muhammed “was featured in a context of threat and revenge” and that it “disregarded Islamic
sensitivities, as well as social values, the scene in question goes against the national and
moral values of Turkish society, thus is to be sanctioned.” RTÜK imposed an administrative
fine in this case.71

•

Kanal D was fined over TV series “Camdaki Kız” on the grounds that “it goes against national
and moral values and that jeopardize the principle of protecting family values. It also goes
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against gender equality and features images of female abuse.” A male and a married female
character were in a relationship on the show, Supreme Board described it as “a form of
relationship that cannot be approved by Turkish society” and imposed administrative fines
over several scenes.72
•

Show TV’s series “Çukur” was given an administrative fine for “encouraging or normalizing
violence” over scenes featuring fight, violence, and torture.73

•

FOX TV’s series “Baraj” was given an administrative fine for its storyline on extramarital
affairs. Citing Article 8, Clause 1, “Broadcasting principles cannot contradict with national

69 https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/rtukun-yeni-uyeleri-belli-oldu-41842669
70 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/rtuke-ak-parti-ve-mhpden-3-uye-sececek-iyi-partiden-itiraz-var-haber-1525475
71 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-c-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun-32nci-maddesinin-2inci-fikrasi-uyarinca-ipc-kanal-d-yelda-haber-ve-gorsel-yayincilik-a-s/31451
72 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-s-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun-32nci-m/31502
73 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-s-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun-32nci-m/31452
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and moral values of the society, public morality or the principle of protecting the family”
RTÜK imposed an administrative fine on the grounds that certain scenes “damage the core
of marriage and family, despise their existence and overall damage the sanctity of marriage
and how it’s being perceived.”74
•

FOX TV’s series “Yasak Elma” was given an administrative fine over “behavior of female
characters which imply that ‘the end justifies the means’ when it comes to financial gain.”75

•

FOX TV’s series “Masumiyet” was fined on the grounds that “it encourages oppression against
women and abuses women” over scenes featuring violence against women.76

•

TV 8’s “Survivor” was given an administrative fine on the grounds that “it normalizes violence”
due to fight and use of slander among the players.77

•

Tele 1 was given an administrative fine over Rifat Serdaroğlu’s comments on tv program
“Ankara Rüzgarı” where he was a guest. Serdaroğlu’s comment “Government of this country
is still annoyed and irritated of those who speak of Atatürk and his principles” were regarded
as “publicly damaging the reputation of a democratically elected political party that holds the
majority of votes” and that his remarks “cannot be considered within the scope of freedom of
expression.”78

•

KRT TV channel was fined over CHP Deputy Chairman Engin Altay’s following comments:
“There were three ways to rob the state before the AKP, now there are eleven ways… Because
unfortunately the law has been shelved both in the first instance, in the appeal and even in
the Supreme Court. Hope he won’t end up like Menderes.” Altay’s comment was fined on the
grounds that is “exceeds the limits of criticism and that it is insulting and humiliating the
President, the legal body and the AKP.”79

•

KRT was given an administrative fine at the highest limit over CHP Deputy Chairman Engin
presented by Gürkan Hacır, Özkoç said: “There is only one coup plotter in Turkey. And his
name is Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. . . What happened to all dictators will happen to him.”80

•

KRT was given an administrative fine for TV program “Söz Meclisi” over comments by Doğru
Party leader Rifat Serdaroğlu on the grounds that “it violates right to privacy, exceeds the
limits of criticism and broadcasting against the national and moral values of the society.”81

74 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-f-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun-32nci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasi-uyarinca-idari-para-cezasi-fox-huzur-radyo-tv-a-s/31453
75 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-f-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun-32nci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasi-uyarinca-idari-para-cezasi-fox-huzur-radyo-tv-a-s/31454
76 https://ankahaber.net/haber/detay/rtukten_krt_tv_ve_halk_tvye_ceza_4094
77 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-s-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun-32nci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasi-uyarinca-idari-para-cezasi-tv-8-tv8-tv-yayincilik-a-s/31455
78 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-krul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-materisini-birinci-fikrasinin-c-bendinin-ihlali-nedenylekanunun-32nci-m/31501
79 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-krul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-materisini-birinci-fikrasinin-c-bendinin-ihlali-nedenylekanunun-32nci-m/31500
80 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-krul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-materisini-birinci-fikrasinin-c-bendinin-ihlali-nedenylekanunun-32nci-m/31475
81 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/rtukten-halk-tv-krt-ve-foxa-ceza-6465292/
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Özkoç’s allegedly insulting comment about the President. On the “Şimdiki Zaman” program

•

Halk TV was fined at the highest limit over Afşin Hatipoğlu’s comments on MHP on the TV
program “Haber Masası.”82

•

Halk TV was fined on the grounds of “reporting false allegations” over covering a story on
a citizen who applied to Eyüpsultan Municipality of İstanbul for social relief but met with a
prerequisite of membership to AKP.83

•

Halk TV was given an administrative fine for the TV program “Şirin Payzın ile Sözüm Var” on
the grounds that it featured remarks on President Erdoğan’s comment where he said “Just
wait and see, these are the good days” addressing İYİ Party leader Meral Akşener, referring to
the brawl she experienced during her visit in Rize. RTÜK fined the channel on the grounds that
the comments did not “respect human honor and right to privacy” and contained “derogatory,
humiliating or slanderous statements beyond the limits of criticism.”84

As one can gather by data given above, an overwhelming majority of the fines were issued to
channels with a critical stance towards the government. Penalties given on the grounds of violating
public morality, national and moral values stand out. RTÜK asserts that inquisitions on broadcasts
are result of a great number of complaints by citizens. RTÜK member İlhan Taşçı on the hand,
stated that the Council is biased when it comes to complaints. Representing CHP at RTÜK, Taşçı
said citizens are now required to provide their ID numbers and home addresses if they are to file an
official complaint on a broadcast. As a result, number of received complaints fell drastically from
25 thousand to approximately 4 thousand. According to Taşcı, this new procedure “aims to cloak
unlawful broadcast of pro-government channels, despite piling complaints against them.”85
Taşçı also shared numbers on several complaint topics. Accordingly, in the last five years, RTÜK
received 2 thousand 672 complaints on insulting Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and the principles of the
Republic. The Supreme Board however, evaluated and settled only 4 of them. He stated that Beyaz TV
took the lead with 448 complaints for insulting Atatürk and the principles of the Republic, followed
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by Akit TV with 307 complaints, TVNet with 262 complaints and A Haber with 106 complaints.
Stating that only Akit TV, TVNet, Ülke TV and Kanal A were given the lowest, rather “symbolic,”
administrative fine, on the grounds of “insult.” Taşçı said, “RTÜK President Ebubekir Şahin sees
himself as the protector of the AKP and the Palace. He turns a blind eye to what is being said on
television, other than comments on Erdoğan and the AKP. He must treat all broadcasters equally
and be fair with decisions on broadcasts. However, the figures reveal that the Chairman of RTÜK
and his board are clearly insensitive about Atatürk and the values of the Republic.”86

82 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-krul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-materisin-birinci-fikrasinin-c-bendinin-ihlali-nedenylekanunun-32nci-m/31476
83 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-krul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-materisini-birinci-fikrasinin-i-bendinin-ihlali-nedenylekanunun-32nci-m/31456
84 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/rtukten-halk-tv-krt-ve-foxa-ceza-6465292/
85 https://ankahaber.net/haber/detay/rtuk_tv_sikayetlerinde_kimlik_numarasi_ve_acik_adres_bilgisini_sart_kostu_rtuk_uyesi_tasci_
fisleme%E2%80%9D_dedi_sikayet_sayisi_yuzde_80_dustu%E2%80%9D_39775
86 https://www.birgun.net/haber/cumhuriyete-hakarette-ceza-yuzde-1-bile-degil-rtuk-ten-2-bin-672-sikayete-sadece-dortceza-340857
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“The 2020 Citizen Notifications” Report of RTÜK reveals that a total 283 thousand 498 people
reported complaints on television broadcasts in 2020. According to the report, majority of the
complaints, suggestions or criticisms were on TV series with 94 thousand 795 notifications,
followed by “reality shows” with 75 thousand 774 notifications, “news bulletins with 68 thousand
51 notifications and “commentary programs” with 6 thousand 109 notifications. Citizen complaints
saw a %164 increase compared to the previous year.87
On a TV Program he attended, Chairman Ebubekir Şahin stated that RTÜK does not take orders from
Ministers or the President. “Can you possibly fine a media outlet over directions from a Minister in
such a system?” he said.88
Chairman Ebubekir Şahin is mostly criticized for being partial. He is also criticized for being a Board
Member of public Halk Bank, though he has never worked in the banking field before. Responding
to criticism over his position as a Board Member he said: “Apart from being the Chairman of RTÜK,
I also have a salary from Halk Bank as I am a Board Member. This is legal and ethical.” He claimed
is the subject of an ongoing smear campaign. His remarks however, did not abate the critics.89
The Constitutional Court rejected the application by CHP, requesting the annulment of the regulation
of over-the-top media services, with millions of subscribers, to be subject to permission from
RTÜK to broadcast. Five members, including President of the Constitutional Court Zühtü Arslan,
opposed the decision. They objected by underlining that determining the procedures and principles
by regulation and not by law, is unconstitutional on the grounds that “freedom of expression and of
the press can only be limited by law.”90
A judicial verdict by the Ankara 1st Administrative Court reinforced the criticism that RTÜK is rather
subjective while citing Article 8. Court overruled the 5-day broadcasting suspension by RTÜK
imposed on Foxlife over a scene featuring “homosexual relationship.” Court declared that “sexual
orientation cannot be interpreted as ‘immorality.’ A TV show on lesbianism cannot be interpreted
as immoral for all segments of society.” Stating that homosexuality cannot be seen as immoral, the

Turkey’s first trans beauty queen Çağla Akalın was a guest on a program on the EXXen platform
owned by Acun Ilıcalı. The program was later banned. Commenting on the matter Akalın said the
program was fined by RTÜK, though official statement by RTÜK suggested otherwise, stating the
Council did not impose a sanction on the said program and that broadcasters could also ban
episodes themselves.92

87 https://www.trthaber.com/haber/turkiye/rtuke-salginda-sikayetler-artti-ilk-sirada-diziler-var-584900.html
88 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/rtuk-baskani-sahinden-hic-talimat-geliyor-mu-ve-sozcu-tvye-neden-izin-veriliyorsorularina-yanit-1825029
89 https://t24.com.tr/haber/rtuk-baskani-ebubekir-sahin-in-maas-aciklamasi-tepki-cekti-biraz-utansaniz-keske,945345
90 https://www.birgun.net/haber/rtuk-un-internete-sansur-yetkisi-aym-oy-coklugu-ile-davayi-reddetti-5-uyeden-itirazgeldi-343948
91 https://www.ozenlihaber.com/haber/1212/rtuk-ceza-kesti-mahkeme-bozdu-escinsellik-ahlaksız-degildir.html
92 https://journo.com.tr/cagla-akalin-exxen-rtuk
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Court stated, “A sexual orientation should not be considered as ‘immorality.’91

RTÜK also warns broadcasters through memorandums and press releases. On a statement
published in early May when lockdown measures against the Coronavirus pandemic were being
taken, RTÜK warned broadcasters regarding news coverage. RTÜK requested media outlets to
refer to statements by the Ministry of Health and The Coronavirus Scientific Advisory Board as
initial sources of news and avoid publishing content that might cause fear and panic in the society.
Creating content that is “entertaining and rehabilitating” was also suggested.93
With the warning text sent to Ankara Bureau Chiefs of television channels, RTÜK criticized using
archived images while covering stories on the pandemic, but failing to declare the footage is in fact
archived. Text read: “During lockdown, featuring footage of crowded areas as background image
on TV programs, especially on news bulletins, is deceiving as it leads to a misunderstanding that
the public does not follow the rules and that law enforcement officers are not fulfilling their duty.”
RTÜK requested featuring images of “empty streets” instead.94 Confronting criticism, Chairman
Ebubekir Şahin defended the note and called it a “constructive reminder” and said “despite all
intimidation efforts, we will continue to do our job properly.” RTÜK member İlhan Taşçı however,
said the warning was in fact about footage from crowded AKP congresses and added: “Today Şahin
sent out instructions to executives of TV channels and requested TV channels to feature images of
empty streets rather than packed stadiums where congresses are being held!” 95
RTÜK was also criticized for hindering newspaper Sözcü’s initiative to broadcast on TV. Sözcü bought
the TV channel SRT Sivas and requested to alter the logo as SZC TV. Official application made on
February 27th 2020 was rejected after being stalled. In early June, Ankara 15th Administrative Court
annulled RTÜK’s decision to reject the application. At the time when this report was being prepared
for publication, at the meeting in early July, Supreme Court approved Sözcü TV to broadcast under
the SZC logo.96
In the second quarter of the year, advertising bans and cost of announcement allocations of the
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Press Advertising Agency (BİK) were unearthed, making it the highlight of the second quarter for
the Agency. It is the first time since 2017 that data on announcement allocations and advertising
bans are being disclosed as said data has been kept private with an implicit secrecy. Journalist
Alican Uludağ reported on the 2020 Annual Report of BİK.97 According to the report, pro-government
media was allocated %78 of announcement and advertisements while the ratio was %22 for media
outlets with a critical stance. Announcement and advertisement figures are further elaborated on
Chapter:3 Political-Economy of the Media.
BİK issued 324 days of advertisement bans in 2019, the number went up to 808 in 2020. According
to the 2020 penalty balance, Cumhuriyet was given 128 days, Evrensel 68 days, Birgün 61 days,
Sözcü 34 days and Korkusuz 25 days advertisement bans.
93 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/politika/cumhurbaskani-erdogan-yeni-anayasada-uzlasma-olmazsa-milletimizin-takdirine-sunmaktakararliyiz/2255835
94 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/417266/gazeteci-hayri-tunca-2-yl-ceza-gercegin-pesinden-gitmeye-devam-edecegiz
95 https://twitter.com/ilhantasci/status/1388809284276867075
96 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/nihayet-sozcu-tvye-onay-cikti-6526386/
97 https://www.dw.com/tr/t%C3%BCrkiye-eksik-demokrasiden-%C4%B1l%C4%B1ml%C4%B1-otokrasiye-geriledi/a-54261148
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Data on BİK given above is not public. It is neither published on their website nor included in
the informative publications. Furthermore, since the Agency is audited under the Directorate of
Communications and the Directorate does not publish audit reports, detailed information on the
activities of the Agency is not available. Upon disclosure of information from the annual report,
BİK shared a written statement, arguing that data was not hidden, and condemned Deutsche
Welle Turkish for reporting on the matter. The statement read, “Certain media outlets deliberately
disseminate irresponsible and biased stories that are full of unfair criticism targeted at BİK. On
contrary to what is being indecently alleged, there are neither concealed reports nor favorably
allocated advertisements. We condemn Deutsche Welle website for bringing BİK, a transparent
public institution, under suspicion. Annual Reports by BİK are not concealed as alleged. Stories by
Deutsche Welle disregards BİK’s support to Turkish media and brings not only our institution but
our country under suspicion as well. We urge Deutsche Welle to pursuit an accurate, impartial and
principled publishing perspective.”98
BİK issues announcement and advertisement bans in accordance with the Code of Board of
Directors, namely; Code 129 on Press Ethics. Decisions by the Board are announced on the official
website of BİK, though without mentioning the name of the newspaper being fined. At the Board
of Directors meetings held between April 6th and June 8th, Istanbul based newspapers were given
a total of 35 days announcement/advertisement bans. Four newspapers published in Samandağ,
Balıkesir, Zonguldak and Sakarya were given a total of 33 days announcement/advertisement
bans.99
Information on which newspapers are penalized with announcement/advertisement bans can be
obtained via official notices or stories featuring bans.
Below are two fines issued by BİK:
•

Evrensel newspaper was given a 5-day announcement/advertisement ban over an article
penned by academic and writer Ceren Sözeri titled: “Citizen is heroic, public can’t breathe” for
“BİK is responsible for the fair allocation of public funds to newspapers. Does BİK have a
responsibility to protect the police that we do not know of? If legislature, administration, and
judiciary are under the protection of the BİK, and if criticizing these three powers will be subject
to sanctions, how can one practice journalism? Who will ensure freedom of expression?”

•

Birgün newspaper was given a total of 5-day announcement/advertisement ban over two
articles. Published on January 20th, article titled “New stage at Wushu: Even championship
is fake” was given a 3-day ban, while article published a day before titled: “Founded a fake
federation under Akyüz’s leadership” was given a 2-day ban.101

98 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/basin-ilan-kurumundan-kamuoyu-aciklamasi/
99 https://bik.gov.tr/haberler/kurumsal-haberler/page/2/
100 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/433176/bik-ceren-sozerinin-kose-yazisi-nedenyle-evrensele-5-gun-ilan-kesme-cezasi-verdi
101 https://www.birgun.net/haber/bik-birgun-un-5-gun-daha-ilanini-kesti-340593
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of using the term “attack” while referring to the police.100 Sözeri criticized the fine and said,

d.Rights violations: Censorship, violence, targeting, threats,
discrimination
Polarization and the tensions surrounding the political scene not only hinder press freedom but
also threaten the safety of journalists. As with the case in the first quarter of the year, in April, May
and June journalists were subjected to threats, insults and targeting by political figures, namely
by Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu and MHP spokesmen. As professional media organizations
have tirelessly warned many times in the past, such violent rhetoric turned into physical public
attacks. Backed by a targeting rhetoric adopted by politicians and encouraged by impunity, attacks
on journalists continued in the second quarter. For example, assaulters of journalist Levent Gültekin
were released. Details of the attack were featured on the first quarter report of the M4D Project. Two
detained defendants charged with “willful injury” were released at the first hearing.102 Similar right
violations are being reported on a daily basis on the monthly Press for Freedom Reports of the
Association of Journalists.
Allegations by fugitive crime-boss leader Sedat Peker against Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu,
and other public figures and media professionals, were the highlight of the second quarter.
Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu targeted journalist Barış Pehlivan and Cumhuriyet newspaper
for reporting on the allegations against him. He stated: “This kind of journalism is sick... Because
these kids are sick. They need to be treated.”103 Pointing the newspaper, Soylu said, “Cumhuriyet
newspaper which insulted the most glorious Commander in our history in the fight against terrorism
over delusional nonsense by a dirtbag mafia, took revenge for his partners HDPKK. (Editor’s note:
HDPKK is a wordplay which adjuncts HDP and the PKK). Cumhuriyet newspaper; your history is
filled with deep, dirty and dark ties.”104
Following Soylu’s comment, Deputy Ministers of Interior also shared posts targeting Cumhuriyet.
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Soylu then targeted Germany based journalist Erk Acarer, calling him “a jester who is being paid
and plays along with those who pay him.”105 Professor Kemalettin Aydın, Chairman of the Political
Virtue and Ethics Committee, suggested Acarer to be murdered with dog poison.106 Erk Acarer was
among the journalists who investigated the allegations of Sedat Peker and wrote about the missing
weapons of the Ministry of Interior. In the first days of July, he was battered by three attackers of
Turkish origin at the yard of his house in Berlin. Stating the attackers were armed and had knives,
Acarer said they shouted, “You will not write!” German police launched an extensive investigation.
This investigation will be among the most important issues of the upcoming period.
Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu was a guest on several broadcasts in order to respond to
Peker’s allegations. When he was a guest on TRT Haber channel, he once again targeted Cumhuriyet
102
103
104
105
106

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/gazeteci-levent-gultekine-saldiri-davasinda-2-sanigin-tahliyesine-karar-verildi-6496832
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/suleyman-soylu-cumhuriyet-ve-yazari-pehlivani-hedef-aldi-bunlar-hasta-haber-1518642
https://twitter.com/suleymansoylu/status/1391999273462640641
https://twitter.com/suleymansoylu/status/1385997753331994625
https://halktv.com.tr/turkiye/akpli-doktordan-soyluya-gazeteci-zehirleme-onerisi-455621h
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newspaper. “In whose country is this coming out? They try to corner us because we are loyal to
our homeland” he stated and shared a video titled “Terror Headlines by Cumhuriyet.”107 Soylu
also targeted BBC Turkish, which reported that he was left alone by the government. “It is both an
economic and political disinformation channel… We all know who is conducting an operation in
Turkey,” he said.108
İzzet Ulvi Yönter, Deputy Chairman of MHP, targeted journalists while criticizing how the 100 articled
Constitution draft proposal by MHP Leader Devlet Bahçeli was reporter on Habertürk TV. Referring
to Habertürk presenter Ebru Baki, Yönter said “She is a so-called journalist who distorts the facts
with her sarcastic smile.”109 Habertürk Ankara Bureau Chief Bülent Aydemir criticized Yönter saying
“I do not accept such statements targeting journalists” on live television. MHP responded stating:
“Who are you to request an apology from the honorable chairman of MHP?” Thereupon, journalist
Bülent Aydemir was laid off. Habertürk Editor-in-Chief Kürşad Oğuz resigned. Ebru Baki’s program
duration was reduced from three hours to one hour.110
The Habertürk case drew a lot of attention. Professional media organizations condemned MHP
representatives for targeting journalists. Commenting on the matter, President of the Journalists’
Union of Turkey Gökhan Durmuş said: “This incident alone proves that Bahçeli wants to draft a
new constitution to strengthen the authoritarian government and to create a conjuncture where
every voice silenced but theirs.” RSF Turkey Representative Erol Önderoğlu said: “Remaining silent
to attacks and threats makes us think our colleagues are not safe at all.” A statement by the Press
Council noted that the insulting rhetoric adopted by MHP aims to give the press a lesson and
that “We strongly condemn those who habit attacking press workers by calling them so-calledjournalists.”111
In the second quarter of the year, MHP Headquarters and various members of the party targeted
or otherwise threatened journalists affiliated with Tele1, Halk TV, Cumhuriyet, Sözcü, Karar and
Yeniçağ.112

against the press and politics. Peker claimed his brother was commissioned for the murder of Turkish
Cypriot journalist Kutlu Adalı but that Adalı was murdered by someone else. An investigation has
been launched into his allegations. Sedat Peker also claimed Kanal 23 reporter Yeldana Kaharman
filed a complaint with the Gendarmerie over sexual assault by AKP MP Tolga Ağar, but she was
found dead the following day.113 Elazığ Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office launched an investigation
on journalist Baransel Ağca, who shared Kaharman’s autopsy report, on the charge of “unlawfully
seizing and disseminating personal data.”114 Truth behind Kaharman’s death is yet to be unearthed.
107 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/son-dakika-suleyman-soyludan-bekciler-ille-aciklama-1837637
108 https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-57236528
109 https://twitter.com/UlviYonter/status/1389506142854860804
110 https://medyascope.tv/2021/05/06/haberturk-tvde-mhp-depremi-ankara-temsilcisi-bulent-aydemir-gorevden-alindi-genelyayin-yonetmeni-kursad-oguz-istifa-etti/
111 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/432280/mhpnin-hedef-aldigi-haberturk-tvnin-genel-yayin-yonetmeni-kursad-oguz-istifa-etti
112 https://tele1.com.tr/tele1i-hedef-alan-ulku-ocaklari-baskani-hakkinda-suc-duyurusunda-bulunuldu-422118/
113 https://twitter.com/sedat_peker/status/1390534737857372161
114 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/435627/yeldana-kaharmanin-otopsi-raporunu-yayinlayan-baransel-agcaya-bir-sorusturma-
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Some of Sedat Peker’s revelations were important in terms of unearthing ties between violence

In the second quarter of the year, the most important development concerning journalists was the
circular by General Directorate of Security, which brought nothing but censorship and restraint.
Details of the circular were elaborated in the previous “Legal Regulations” chapter. This chapter on
the other hand, focuses on how the circular was used as an excuse to attack journalist while they
cover public events. Restraint, targeting and violence against journalists were normalized in the
eyes of the state and politics. Consequently, journalists were attacked in public. In April, May and
June; journalists were attacked in many parts of the country. Some are exampled below:
•

Serkan İlik of Bozcaada Haber was reporting on the alleged disruption of a natural area. He
was then restrained as he tried to leave the construction site. Commenting on the matter, İlik
said; “I will seek justice so they will pay the price for this unacceptable treatment of a press
worker or any citizen.”115

•

Yeniçağ newspaper Samsun correspondent İbrahim Akkuş was attacked and hospitalized for
reporting on the flaws of a newly built public hospital. Akkuş said; “They have not controlled
the building. I went to the opening and checked myself. I only reported on the flaws that came
to my attention, to prevent public harm. I was attacked for it.”116

•

İHA Kocaeli correspondent Mustafa Uslu was attacked while covering the demolition work at
the farm of İYİ Party Deputy Chairman and Kocaeli MP Lütfü Türkkan. The attackers, who were
stated to be farm workers, were taken into custody.117 Commenting on the matter Türkkan
said “I will be closely following up with this hideous incident.”

•

DHA reporter Ahmet Atmaca and NRT reporter Hanifi Güzel were covering a story on a man
who said will commit suicide at a mosque at Nizip, Gaziantep. Reporters were attacked by the
relatives of the suicidal man.118

•

Çorum Sungurlu Mayor Abdulkadir Şahiner threatened Gazete Duvar reporter Elvan Yılmaz
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saying: “Who are you to write such a news story? I’m on to you. I will kill you.” Yılmaz filed a
criminal complaint against Şahiner.119
•

Hüseyin Arif Çakmak, Editor-in-chief of the İstiklal newspaper in Zeytinburnu, Istanbul was
threatened by a gunman who stormed the building saying he will kill Çakmak unless he pays
him two million liras. Attacker was taken into custody was released afterwards.120

•

Ferdi Karabıyık, founder of Iskilip Web TV, filed a complaint with the Gendarmerie, alleging that
Çorum Iskilip Deputy Chief of Police, Superintendent Erol Karasu strangled and beat him.121

daha
115 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/iktidari-sorgulayan-kanallarin-ekranlarini-karartan-rtuk-yandas-kanallarikorudu-1801891
116 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/hastanenin-ekikleri-haber-yapan-gazeteciyi-dovduler-6498772/
117 https://m.bianet.org/bianet/medya/246116-iha-muhahari-uslu-saldiriya-ugradi
118 https://t24.com.tr/haber/gaziantep-te-haber-takibi-yapan-dha-muhahri-ahmet-atmaca-saldiriya-ugradi-agir-yaralandi,958160
119 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/gazeteci-elvan-yilmaz-kendisini-tehdit-eden-baskandan-sikayetci-oldu-haber-1521932
120 https://www.istiklal.com.tr/haber/istiklal-gazetesine-silahli-saldiri/626135
121 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/iktidari-sorgulayan-kanallarin-ekranlarini-karartan-rtuk-yandas-kanallarikorudu-1801891
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•

While covering the May Day protests in Ankara, Yol TV reporter Özge Uyanık was restrained
by the police from recording and her mobile phone was thrown away. Police restrained Uyanık
on the grounds of the Circular preventing recording police on duty. Uyanık filed a complaint
against the police.122

•

Journalist Hasan Tolga Balcılar claimed his house was raided and that police forcibly tried to
arrest him upon orders by the Provincial Directorate of Security. Balcılar believes said operation
was underway due to his article on the corrupt tenders of the Osmaniye Municipality. Balcılar
said, “My wife, daughter, and myself were mistreated. Even though there was no warrant for
my arrest, they tried to arrest me. Osmaniye is in a very bad condition. As local journalists, we
are constantly threatened.” Balcılar later announced he will no longer work as a journalist due
to increasing threats and obstacles.123

•

A Haber reporter Halil İbrahim Uğur said nephew of IYI Party Chairwoman Meral Akşener, MP
Ümit Dikbayır restrained and threatened him while he was reporting news.124

•

Mezopotamya Agency reporter Mehmet Erol stated he was restrained and threatened by the
police while covering a story and filed a complaint against the police officers on the grounds of
“threat” and “misconduct in public office” to the Diyarbakır Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office.125

•

Uğur Karakullukçu and Candaş Tolga Işık, commentators of the sports program “Kontra”
broadcasted on Haber Global, were attacked by three people after a broadcast in which they
criticized Galatasaray.126

•

Most prominent attack in the second quarter was the kneeling and mistreatment of AFP
photojournalist Bülent Kılıç while he was covering the Pride March in Istanbul. “They made an
attempt to my life and took my breath. I will seek justice at the Constitutional Court, European
Court of Human Rights or whichever court there is in this World. The evil who killed Metin
Göktepe at the sports hall kneeled on me today to leave me breathless. But they did not
way to go.” He said.127

Mistreatment and arrest of photojournalist Bülent Kılıç was protested in Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir
upon a joint statement and call from 15 professional organizations. Statement read: “Lately, our
colleagues are increasingly being subject to violence while on duty. Many journalists following the
event in Taksim were battered, attempted to get arrested, restrained from filming and previously
taken images were tried to be deleted. Kılıç was unlawfully restrained from doing his job and
122 https://ankahaber.net/haber/detay/1_mayista_goruntu_almasi_engellenen_gazeteciden_emniyet_genel_muduru_hakkinda_suc_
duyurusu_3779393
123 https://tr.sputniknews.com/aksam_postasi/202105311044627181-corruption-haberi-icin-evi-3-kez-basilan-gazeteci-bundansonra-gazetecilik-yapmayacagim-2-bucuk/
124 https://www.ahaber.com.tr/ozel-haberler/2021/05/31/a-habere-yapilan-saldiri-iyi-partinin-geleneksel-tavridir-emin-pazarci-ahaber-muhabiri-halil-ibrahim-ugura-yapilan-saldiriyi-yorumladi?paging=7
125 http://mezopotamyaajansi35.com/tum-haberler/content/view/136274
126 https://tr.sputniknews.com/spor/202105171044517196-ugur-karakullukcu-ultraslan-grubundan-oldunya-soylenen-uc-kisininsaldiri-girisimine-ugradik/
127 https://twitter.com/kilicbil/status/1408927076200165376
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succeed. Thankfully, the public stood with me and so did my friends. But we still have a long

police risked his life by kneeling on him.” At the protest organized in Ankara, Vice President of the
Association of Journalists and Director of the Media for Democracy Project Yusuf Kanlı stated: “We
journalist gathered here today to peacefully demand our rights. But sadly, response we had form
the police was firm and far from considerate, we condemn this. If the purpose of these attacks
against journalists is to sicken them and prevent them from doing their jobs, it is worthy to once
again underline, it will not happen. Journalism is not a crime, and we will continue doing our job. We
will never be inured to violence nor concede.”128
According to reports by the Freedom of Expression Association; Jinnews, Kızılbayrak, Umut
Newspaper, Mezopotamya Agency, ETHA and Devrimci Demokrasi Newspaper websites were
banned access in the second quarter of the year. Within the scope of three months, courts banned
access to many news stories on approximately 50 topics. Among those were certain allegations
by Sedat Peker, as well as photos of an admiral at a cult, donning a turban, articles on Serhat
Albayrak, son of Kocaeli University Rector becoming a public servant in just one day and getting
appointed to work at the Presidency, son of AKP MP allegedly receiving a shoe box full of marijuana,
religion teachers at the Ensar Foundation in Bitlis allegedly raping nine female members of the
foundation, AKP Ankara Management Body Executive’s company winning public tenders, content
on Sezgin Baran Korkmaz and General Manager of Turkey Wealth Fund, allegations of assaulter
of the HDP Izmir Headquarters heading to a hotel managed by the Governorate, news stories on
Yıldırım Demirören’s nephew and Erk Acarer’s posts on Humanitarian Relief Foundation (IHH).129
It is worth reminding the lawsuit filed by CEO of Turkuvaz Media Group Serhat Albayrak against
academic Yaman Akdeniz, demanding100 thousand liras in non-pecuniary damages. Reason for
the lawsuit is that Akdeniz shared the access ban on news stories featuring the cancellation of the
lawsuit on Paradise Papers.130
It is when allegations shared by Sedat Peker on social media start to create buzz, the government
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realized it was time regulate online media. At the panel titled “Online media and reporting”
Communications Director Fahrettin Altun stated: “News based on truth fosters democracy, news
based on lies and distortion on the other hand damages it. Therefore, it is mandatory to correct
the shortcomings and malpractices of online media, to suggest ways to tackle it and enhance its
quality.”131
Imprisoned journalists are also subject to censorship and right violations. Nedim Türfent and Ziya
Ataman, who are being held at the Van Supermax Prison, said they are deprived of many rights due
to the pandemic measures. Ataman said: “Our access to newspapers and magazines are limited.
It takes us weeks to find out the whereabouts of letters sent to us or the ones we sent. What we go
through here is also newsworthy.”132
128 https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/gazetecilerden-polis-siddetine-protesto/5946758.html
129 https://ifade.org.tr/
130 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/433635/serhat-albayrak-prof-yaman-akdenize-100-bin-liralik-tazminat-davasi-acti
131 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gunun-icinden/fahrettin-altun-internet-gazeteciligi-icin-hukuki-duzenlemelere-ihtiyacvar-6511777/
132 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/mlsadan-tutuklu-gazeteciler-nedim-turfent-ve-ziya-atamana-ziyaret/
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Refugee Media Association filed a criminal complaint against İYİ Party Istanbul MP Ümit Özdağ
over his following statement: “Refugee media is the pieceworker of imperialism.” Association’s
complaint file read: “Özdağ targeted our Association with his unfortunate, delusive and groundless
statement. He committed the crimes of humiliation, hate and discrimination against our Association
as well.133

3-POLITICAL-ECONOMY OF
THE MEDIA
a.Transparent fiscal policy, publication principles,
accountability
The financial data of the media sector in Turkey is obscured by a veil of secrecy. None of the
following is shared with the public: financial policies such as income-expenditure statements,
financial resources, advertising agreements, subscriber numbers, incentives, tax exemptions,
official announcement revenues and even circulation figures of newspapers.
A veil of secrecy also obscures certain resources and business deals gained by large media
conglomerates or affiliated companies through public tenders and political ties. It is quite apparent
that certain information that might expose how the political power is in control of the media is
wanted to be kept secret.

Ciner, and İhlas only Doğuş Holding, İhlas Holding, and Demirören affiliated “Hürriyet Gazetecilik ve
Matbaacılık” share information with the public. It is possible to access said holdings’ independent
audit reports and 2020 consolidated financial figures through their websites. Despite this, the data
is far from satisfying transparent financial policy and accountability criteria, the data is also not
satisfactory in providing sufficient information to fully study media ownership structure. Therefore,
in light of the reasons given above, its only through journalism that certain information can be
revealed to the public.
As we reported in our report for the first quarter of 2021, it is possible to get a general idea of the
media economy through limited data. This limited data also consists of reports on the use of public
advertisements. Yet, financial data on the revenue generated through these advertisements or the
133 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/430661/multeci-medyasi-ayrimcilik-sucu-isleyen-umit-ozdag-hakkinda-suc-duyurusundabulundu
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It is worth highlighting that out of the five biggest media holdings Turkuvaz, Doğuş, Demirören,

distribution of the advertising budget of the public advertiser are not disclosed; in response to
parliamentary questions submitted by opposition deputies regarding this issue, it has been stated
that such information cannot be declared on grounds of being “trade secrets.”
M4D Project carried out comprehensive work on public advertisers through both journalistic activity
and with the cooperation of media monitoring companies. This research, which was conducted
for the first time in Turkey, was published as news in the second quarter when the demand for
transparency in the media was on the public’s agenda.134 The research was subject to inquiries
and written motions in parliament, and contributed to discussions regarding transparency,
accountability, and freedom of the press.135
Media monitoring companies collect data through ad-tracking software which are compiled into
reports for advertisers and media company executives, the information consists of how much physical
space these advertisements take up in media outlets and the duration of these advertisements. It
was revealed that Turkuvaz Medya Group, with the largest share of advertisements issued by public
banks and strong ties with the government, was dependent on public funds. In general, the organic
relation between the government and mainstream media was exposed to the public. Substantial
evidence surfaced on how government influence aided the rise of Turkuvaz Medya Group, which is
run and jointly owned by Serhat Albayrak, the brother of then Ministry of Finance and Treasury Berat
Albayrak. Turkuvaz subsequently became a monopoly in newspaper and magazine publications, as
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well as in television broadcasting.

134 https://www.duvarenglish.com/turkish-state-banks-sponsoring-pro-govt-newspapers-with-advertisements-starving-criticalmedia-of-revenues-news-57959
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/iktidar-destekcisi-medyaya-akan-kamu-kaynagi-1-yazili-basinda-kamu-bankalari-reklamlaridagilimi-haber-1526532
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/iktidar-destekcisi-medyaya-akan-kamu-kaynagi-2-televizyonlar-arasinda-kamu-bankalarireklamlari-dagilimi-haber-1527141
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/iktidar-destekcisi-medyaya-akan-kamu-kaynagi-3-adaletsizlikten-cok-daha-buyuk-bir-sorun-varhaber-1528410
135 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/hdpnin-iktidar-yanlisi-medyaya-aktarilan-kamu-kaynaklari-arastirilsin-onergesi-reddedildihaber-1527994
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Table 1: Distribution of public banks’ advertisements in national newspapers in 2020
2020/clXcm

HALKBANK

ZİRAAT BANKASI

VAKIFBANK

OTHER PUBLIC
BANKS

TOTAL

1

TÜRKGÜN

8.981

13.495

20.112

514

43.102

2

SABAH

8.159

20.696

10.836

2.381

42.072

3

AKŞAM

17.065

15.382

5.521

757

38.725

4

ANALİZ

4.059

14.125

5.495

1.225

24.904

5

TAKVİM

9.267

5.090

8.817

280

23.454

6

YENİ BİRLİK

9.184

4.740

5.797

883

20.604

7

YENİ ŞAFAK

9.257

250

4.637

887

15.031

8

YENİ ASIR

2.939

4.805

6.383

280

14.407

9

MİLAT

1.701

1.085

2.220

8.485

13.491

10

HÜRRİYET

4.686

2.945

4.744

628

13.003

11

POSTA

4.994

947

4.432

752

11.125

12

MİLLİYET

3.477

875

4.257

469

9.078

13

TÜRKİYE

7.216

221

1.258

280

8.975

14

YENİ AKİT

1.832

297

3.914

2.458

8.501

15

D. POSTASI

0

552

0

7.935

8.487

16

AYDINLIK

1.941

315

2.266

0

4.522

17

SÖZCÜ

0

0

0

0

0

18

CUMHURİYET

0

0

0

0

0

19

KARAR

0

0

0

0

0

20

YENİÇAĞ

0

0

0

0

0

21

KORKUSUZ

0

0

0

0

0

22

MİLLİ GAZETE

0

0

0

0

0

23

BİRGÜN

0

0

0

0

0

24

EVRENSEL

0

0

0

0

0

25

YENİ ASYA

0

0

0

0

0

26

YENİ MESAJ

0

0

0

0

0

The table above shows, in addition to the three big public banks, the total area occupied by the
advertisements of public banks such as Emlak Participation, Ziraat Participation, and Vakıf
Participation, given in the “other” category.

the most on a column-by-centimetre basis. Türkgün is generally known as the media organ of
the MHP. It is not surprising that Sabah ranked number two in the list, since according to current
circulation figures Sabah is one of the highest selling three newspapers, although the validity of
this information is contestable. However, banks issuing advertisements to Sabah at a record level
of 42 thousand centimetres by column becomes questionable, especially when compared to other
best-selling newspapers.
The amount of public bank advertisements published in Sabah, Takvim and Yeni Asır within a year
is 79,933 columns-cm. 26.6% of the total advertisements given by public banks to 26 national
newspapers were given to newspapers owned by Turkuvaz. When the tendency of private banks
to advertise is examined, it is seen that public banks advertise in Turkuvaz newspapers five times
more than private banks.
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It is quite remarkable that Türkgün is the newspaper in which public banks prefer to advertise

In 2020, the number of privately owned banks advertising in Sabah newspaper was 12, the total
number of advertisements given was 9 thousand 388 centimetres. The advertisement area
purchased by Ziraat Bank from Sabah alone exceeds twice the total advertising of private banks.
According to the activity reports of the three largest public banks, Ziraat Bank has spent the most
on advertisements. It is not known how much of Ziraat Bank’s 297 million TRY advertisement
budget was spent on Sabah in 2020.
Table 2:Television channels that receive the least advertisements from public banks and the amount of
advertisement these channels receive from private banks
2020-Seconds

PRIVATE
BANKS

HALKBANK

ZIRAAT
BANKASI

VAKIFBANK

PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
BANK

PUBLIC BANK
TOTAL

Habertürk

13 Bank
194.826

960

0

0

1.300

2.260

Show TV

11 Bank
149.133

832

0

0

900

1.732

Bloomberg HT

14 Bank
218.867

0

0

0

650

650

FOX TV

12 Bank
164.420

0

0

0

0

0

Halk TV

9 Bank
110.801

0

0

0

0

0

Tele-1

7 Bank
86.798

0

0

0

0

0

KRT

3 Bank
19.294

0

0

0

0

0

TV 5

2 Bank
7.335

0

0

0

0

0

951.474

1.792

0

0

2.850

4.642

8 TV CHANNELS
TOTAL

When we observe television channels that receive the least amount or that receive no advertisements
from public banks, we see that their common feature is airing content critical of the government. It
is worth noting - in addition to opposition channels- TV channels belonging to Ciner Media Group,
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which at times clash with the government, did not benefit from public bank funds.
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Table 3: Duration of bank advertisements received by 30 televisions in 2020.

1

Bengü Türk

2

A Haber

3

A2

4

Private Banks

HALKBANK

ZIRAAT
BANKASI

VAKIFBANK

PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
BANK

PUBLIC BANK
TOTAL

3 Bank
12.392

249.221

165.751

179.775

11.772

606.519

13 Bank
168.404

88.951

94.691

99.986

33.853

317.481

9 Bank
49.659

63.149

66.494

53.676

9.976

193.295

CNN Türk

13 Bank
194.704

63.434

51.816

41.297

15.432

171.979

5

A Spor

11 Bank
78.238

31.456

70.822

63.834

5.003

171.115

6

360 TV

8 Bank
71.406

85.995

24.826

40.315

10.037

161.173

7

A Para

12 Bank
65.291

33.257

25.013

70.913

23.419

152.602

8

Akit TV

2 Bank
9.781

59.902

12.307

44.953

34.416

151.578

9

ATV

12 Bank
153.439

63.485

22.899

38.330

21.580

146.294

10

24 TV

9 Bank
44.154

59.085

27.673

44.561

12.169

143.488

11

Ülke TV

8 Bank
74.236

55.040

23.026

42.617

21.953

142.636

12

A News

0

42.122

39.568

46.965

0

128.655

13

TV Net

10 Bank
92.364

53.438

11.724

42.480

14.590

122.232

14

Star TV

12 Bank
182.292

34.193

16.726

51.839

17.951

120.709

15

NTV

14 Bank
195.257

41.101

9.389

41.878

14.539

106.907

16

Kanal D

12 Bank
109.087

37.953

13.439

34.273

17.497

103.162

17

Kanal 7

11 Bank
94.617

28.331

19.544

35.777

15.119

98.771

18

Beyaz TV

8 Bank
64.048

28.262

6.822

45.464

9.099

89.647

19

TGRT Haber

11 Bank
91.704

60.719

6.858

7.074

7.316

81.967

20

Teve 2

8 Bank
69.506

23.338

10.243

18.937

4.240

56.758

21

Ulusal Kanal

3 Bank
18.938

18.164

8.587

26.597

0

53.348

22

TV 8

13 Bank
123.358

15.910

4.490

19.900

2.542

42.842

23

Habertürk

13 Bank
194.826

960

0

0

1.300

2.260

24

Show TV

12 Bank
149.133

832

0

0

900

1732

25

Bloomberg
HT

14 Bank
218.867

0

0

0

650

650

26

FOX TV

12 Bank
164.420

0

0

0

0

0

27

Halk TV

9 Bank
110.801

0

0

0

0

0

28

Tele-1

7 Bank
86.798

0

0

0

0

0

29

KRT

3 Bank
19.294

0

0

0

0

0

30

TV 5

2 Bank
7.335

0

0

0

0

0
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2020Seconds

The first striking result is that five televisions in the top 10 in the list of televisions that receive the
most advertisements from public banks belong to Turkuvaz Media Group. Whether it is popular
among viewers or not, it is apparent that public advertisements flow to Turkuvaz owned television
channels. At its peak, A Haber received 317 thousand 481 seconds of advertisements from public
banks. A2 channel sold 193 thousand 295 seconds of advertisements, A Spor 171 thousand 115
seconds, A Para 152 thousand 602 seconds and ATV 146 thousand 294 seconds. Of the 25 channels
that are allowed receive advertisements, six are from the Turkuvaz group, and three of these are in
the top five. A total of more than 1 million 100 thousand seconds of public bank advertising revenue
was obtained. The total number of advertisements the group received from private banks was 515
thousand seconds, which is less than half of what is issued by public banks.
Table 4: Turkuvaz Media Group’s position in channels receiving the most advertisements, duration of
advertisements received from private and public banks, the share of private bank advertisements among all
bank advertisements
2020/
Second

RANK

PRIVATE BANKS

HALKBANK

ZİRAAT
BANKASI

Percentage
of % private
ones on bank
advertisements.

VAKIFBANK

PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
BANK

PUBLIC
BANK
TOTAL

2

A Haber

34,6

13 Bank
168.404

88.951

94.691

99.986

33.853

317.481

3

A2

19,1

9 Bank
49.659

63.149

66.494

53.676

9.976

193.295

5

A Spor

31,9

11 Bank
78.238

31.456

70.822

63.834

5.003

171.115

7

A Para

30

12 Bank
65.291

33.257

25.013

70.913

23.419

152.602

9

ATV

51,2

12 Bank
153.439

63.485

22.899

38.330

20.980

146.294

12

A News

0

0

42.122

39.568

46.965

0

128.655

%31,6

515.031

TOTAL

1.109.442

The advertising space sold by Turkuvaz Media Group televisions to public banks is one of the most
striking results of the study. Data given in the table, which also includes the share of private banks
M4D Project Media Monitoring Report April May June 20201

in total bank advertisements, clearly shows how certain television channels receive large amounts
of advertisements by public banks, despite not being preferred by private banks.
Table 5: Distribution of advertisements issued by large public advertisers to Turkuvaz owned television
channels other than public banks (given in seconds)
2020
PAPER

Turkcell

Türk
Telekom

THY

Bellona

İstikbal

A Haber

268.734

196.563

22.359

59.847

71.552

A Spor

267.319

168.848

3.472

41.159

ATV

189.446

119.853

5.798

31.600

A2

Mondi ve
EAH

Aydınlık

TOTAL

5578

11.854

636.487

45.259

3.740

11.515

541.312

33.831

15.598

5.936

402.062

132.755

160.869

1.580

37.514

43.473

16.258

1.372

393.821

Minika Çocuk

58.891

171.746

0

11.649

13.767

0

0

256.053

Minika Go

61.480

165.201

0

13.085

14.557

0

0

254.323

A Para

67.192

64.704

30.609

34.929

45.094

4.104

5.646

252.278

A News

30.166

27.733

0

0

50.024

0

0

107.923

0

72

120

29.590

40.059

0

0

69.481

1.075.983

1.075.589

63.938

259.373

357.616

45.278

ATV Avrupa
Turkuvaz TV
TOTAL

36

2.91 Million Seconds

It appears that in addition to taking the lion’s share of public bank advertisements, other large
public advertisers prefer to advertise in Turkuvaz owned television channels as well.
For a comparison, we should point out that Vodafone advertised on these televisions for a total of
270 thousand seconds, indicating a rate of 13.8% in the total TV advertisements of this company.
The number of advertisements its competitors placed has been given in the table above. Turkcell’s
advertisements in Turkuvaz owned channels make up more than 1 million seconds, this is 25.5% of
what this company advertises on all televisions.
Table 6: Distribution advertisements issued by large public advertisers in 2020, columnXcentimetre (Large
advertisers of Savings Deposit Insurance Fund: Bellona, İstikbal, Mondi: Formerly Boydak currently Erciyes
Anadolu Holding brands. Aydınlı: Aydınlı Hazır Giyim U.S. Polo, Cacharel, Pierre Cardin. Koza: Koza Gold and
mining companies. THY: THY ve Turkish Cargo)
Turkcell

Türk
Telekom

THY

Bellona

İstikbal

Mondi

Koza

Aydınlık

TOTAL

Sabah

24.134

7.048

7.185

13.549

13.726

4.034

5.526

4.376

79.578

Akşam

36.274

5.050

954

5.471

5.219

1.400

7.153

1.234

62.755

Takvim

17.991

6.969

5.724

9.698

10.284

3.277

2.058

1.836

57.837

Fotomaç

23.794

4.843

2.463

6.825

8.549

1.400

593

1.514

49.981

Yeni Asır

13.757

6.164

2.862

8.477

8.822

1.960

396

954

43.392

Yeni Şafak

5.644

5.050

3.339

4.365

5.026

1.400

1.731

1.234

27.789

Yeni Akit

5.710

5.019

1.910

3.734

4.739

1.498

1.654

472

24.736

Hürriyet

3.762

9.257

2.640

1.552

3.314

560

1.317

1.225

23.627

Milliyet

3.322

5.527

2.133

2.437

2.240

840

1.359

1.431

19.289

Posta

3.389

5.005

1.417

2.115

2.194

840

730

1.459

17.149

Türkiye

4.922

5.527

954

954

800

280

1080

717

15.234

Yeni Birlik

2.758

5.050

1.908

1.400

1.120

0

1.279

234

13.749

Daily Sabah

4.920

4.563

2.565

0

0

0

0

477

12.525

724

4.532

1.417

0

0

0

1730

468

8.871

Türkgün
Analiz

1.174

4.515

1.908

0

0

0

1245

0

8.842

Aydınlık

204

3.921

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.125

Millî Gazete

832

2.184

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.016

Cumhuriyet

988

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

988

Yeni Mesaj

598

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

598

Sözcü

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Yeniçağ

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Karar

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Korkusuz

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Birgün

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Evrensel

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Yeni Asya

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

When we look at the advertisements distributed to newspapers by big public advertisers other than
the public banks, the situation seen in the other tables becomes clear.
In sum, the total advertising space purchased by public institutions given in the table above is 474
thousand 81 column-centimetres. The total advertisement space purchased from Turkuvaz owned
newspapers is 243 thousand 313 column-centimetres. It appears that in 2020, Turkuvaz owned
newspapers took a 51.32% share of these advertisements.
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Table 7: Number of pages of public advertisements in 15 magazines owned by Turkuvaz Media Group in
2020 (E.A.H: Erciyes Anadolu Holding-Bellona, İstikbal, Mondi)
2020 / PAGE
Para

Public Bank

E.A.H.

Turkcell

Türk Telekom

THY

Other Public

126

18

62

46

18

75

Şamdan

48

17

33

-

6

8

Lacivert

44

6

8

9

7

16

Home Art

18

21,5

12

6

12

3

H.Bazaar

18

11

9

-

6

7

Sofra

15

9

10

1

5

5

MinikaGo

13

2

9

12

-

-

6

1

9

18

-

10

Oto Haber

16

-

9

7

-

3

H.Beatiful

7

8,5

-

2

4

2

InBusiness

14

2

2

2

2

11

8

2

3

-

4

8

GQ

10

-

3

1

-

15

Vogue

12

-

5

-

-

7

8

3

5

3

-

-

Minika Çocuk

Esquire

Sabit Fikir

Turkuvaz owned magazines top the list of most preferred magazines by advertisers. These
magazines are the weekly Para and Şamdan magazines; the monthly Cosmopolitan, Harpers Bazaar,
Home Art, In Business, Lacivert, Minika Çocuk, Muhit, Oto Haber, Sabit Fikir, Sofra, Vogue Türkiye;
the two-monthly Men’s Health, Women’s Health, China Today, and the three-monthly Esquire, GQ
Türkiye, House Beautiful. Among these magazines, the prominent ones in public advertisements
are listed in the table above. The monthly culture magazine Lacivert, together with its new year
supplement, received 179 pages in advertisements in 2020, 60% of these advertisements were
issued through public funds as can be seen in the table above.
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Para magazine -along with its regional supplements- received a total of 906 pages in advertisements,
it is seen that 345 pages were bought with public funds. In other words, 48% of Para magazine’s
advertisement revenue is funded with public money.
The situation is even more interesting when it comes to children’s magazines. The magazine
“Minika Go” received a total of 96.5 pages of advertisements throughout the year. The share of
public advertisements is 37.3%, amounting 36 pages. Meanwhile, Minika Çocuk magazine received
86 pages of advertisement, the share of public advertisement was 51.6%.
Turkuvaz received more than 1000 pages of advertisements issued by public institutions and
private-public partnerships that advertise in periodicals, newspapers and their supplements.
Public banks, Türkiye Sigorta, Borsa İstanbul, THY, Turkcell, Türk Telekom, İstikbal run by the Saving
Deposit Insurance Fund, Bellona, Mondi, Aynes, Sürat Kargo, Aydınlı Hazır Giyim, and the General
Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre and Emlakt Konut issued more than 2 thousand 500
pages of advertisements in 2020, of which 42.1% was given to Turkuvaz.
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In the first quarter of 2021, M4D Project had drawn attention to this problem with the following
words: “Government’s arbitrary use and distribution methods of public resources are indicative of
economic control over the media. Undoubtedly, political motivation is a determinant factor in the
distribution of resources”. The tables above provide substantial evidence to this claim.
Table 8: Revenues of newspapers obtained through the Press Advertisement Agency’s official
announcement/advertisements in 2020
Official Announcement
Amount (₺)

Official Advertisement
Amount (₺)

Private Announcement and
Advertisement Amount (₺)

Total
Amount (₺)

Sabah

7.835.909,70

9.243.571,86

482.056,44

17.561.538,00

Hürriyet

7.625.570,01

5.507.839,41

220.236,10

13.353.645,52

Posta

6.908.944,46

3.001.387,73

-

9.910.332,19

Milliyet

6.981.911,42

2.919.623,74

-

9.901.535,16

Yeni Şafak

7.001.537,11

2.660.756,93

-

9.662.294,04

Sözcü

6.899.677,00

2.640.099,51

-

9.539.776,51

Akşam

7.010.521,99

1.936.538,14

-

8.947.060,13

Takvim

6.935.426,63

1.839.396,70

-

8.774.823,33

Türkiye

6.974.988,07

1.251.434,67

354.989,59

8.581.412,33

Yeni Akit

5.613.724,20

1.210.880,75

-

6.824.604,95

Karar

5.505.330,74

907.668,25

-

6.412.998,99

Milli Gazete

5.559.481,27

490.269,68

-

6.049.750,95

Türkiye’de Yeniçağ

5.238.981,87

783.939,28

-

6.022.921,15

Yeni Birlik

5.288.948,05

709.382,11

-

5.998.330,16

Diriliş Postası

5.553.224,63

358.592,00

-

5.911.816,63

Milat

5.607.559,19

300.385,03

-

5.907.944,22

Analiz

5.172.826,24

432.080,89

-

5.604.907,13

Dünya

1.754.049,48

3.617.244,00

-

5.371.293,48

Aydınlık

5.116.736,92

64.587,28

-

5.181.324,20

Cumhuriyet

1.846.617,02

3.183.997,09

-

5.030.614,11

Açık Mert Korkusuz

4.596.811,20

116.531,70

-

4.713.342,90

Halkın Gazetesi Birgün

1.059.406,85

1.322.108,07

-

2.381.514,92

Doğruhaber

1.930.428,29

170.095,00

-

2.100.523,29

Şok

1.466.175,54

5.164,00

-

1.471.339,54

Yeni Mesaj

1.240.673,56

134.691,40

-

1.375.364,96

Türkgün

-

1.336.803,82

-

1.336.803,82

Günlük Evrensel

-

292.966,70

-

292.966,70

88.422,80

27.650,00

-

116.072,80

6.144.242,68

1.038.883,03

-

7.183.125,71

132.958.126,92

29.751.769,77

1.057.282,13

181.519.977,82

Yeni Asya
Yeni Asır
TOTAL

Another set of data on the economy of the media in the second quarter of the year was published in
an article by DW Turkish containing information on the Press Advertising Agency’s annual reports.136
News on the institution’s annual reports was considered to be quite significant due to the Press
Advertising Agency having not shared information on its relations with the media sector, its
revenues, and support in the last 4 years.
136 https://www.dw.com/tr/t%C3%BCrkiyede-h%C3%BCk%C3%BCmete-yak%C4%B1n-medyaya-para-akt%C4%B1/a-57699280
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Name of the
newspaper

According to these results, Turkuvaz owned Sabah received the most support out of all newspapers
through official announcements with a total revenue of 17 million 561 thousand 539 liras. Hürriyet
ranked second with 13 million 353 thousand 645 liras in revenue. Posta and Milliyet ranked 3rd
and 4th respectively with 9,9 million liras in revenue. Yeni Şafak ranked 5th place with 9 million 662
thousand 294 liras. Despite being among the highest selling 3 newspapers Sözcü ranked 6th place
by receiving 9 million 539 thousand 776 liras. Political party MHP’s press organ Türkgün, which
was not provided with official advertisements/announcements in previous years due to being on
the waitlist, received 1 million 336 thousand 803 liras. Evrensel newspaper could not receive official
advertisements since its right to publish official advertisements was suspended in 2019, it received
292 thousand 966 liras in official advertisements.

b.Media ownership
The polarized structure of media ownership divided into pro-government/opposition binary still
continues in Turkey. Although there is a high number of publications it is still difficult to talk of
media pluralism in this deeply divided structure. Another reason for this is cross monopolization.
Newspapers, radio stations, television channels, digital outlets, book publications, printing,
distribution and advertisement have all become monopolized, this has culminated in publications
becoming one-sided and to lack pluralism. As displayed in the charts given in the beginning of
chapter part of the report, broadcasters dependent on public funding also being pro-government
acts to sustain uniformity in the media.
An important development in the second quarter of the year in terms of media ownership was the
removal of the RTÜK obstacle preventing Sözcü Newspaper’s television channel SZC TV from being
established. On 21 Feburary, 2020, Sözcü bought TV channel of the name SRT and subsequently
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applied to RTÜK on 27 February 2020 to change said channel’s logo to “SZC”. RTÜK cited different
excuses and refused to process the application which resulted in Sözcü TV taking matters to court.
Ankara’s 15th Administrative Court ruled in favour of the channel, RTÜK took the application on its
agenda and approved it merely days before this report was published.137
The second quarter of 2021 marked importance in terms of compiling important information on
the economy of the media. In this period, the “Estimated Media and Advertising Investments in
Turkey - 2020 Report” published by industry representatives under the leadership of the Advertisers
Association both provides information on the pandemic period and also reveals the transformation
in media investments. 138
The report found that digital media investments increased both in Turkey and around the world.
According to the report, digital media investments take up more than 50% of all investments across
137 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/nihayet-sozcu-tvye-onay-cikti-6526386/
138 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/tr/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/medya-ve-reklamyatirimlari-2020-raporu.pdf
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the world. In 2020, it was estimated that media investments shrunk by 7.4%, and 52% of all media
investments turned to digital channels. In the report, it was determined that this growth was mainly
based on the share digital media took from the printed press and television broadcasting.
According to 2019 data of the report, there was a 25.9% decline in advertising investments in
printed media. In the same period, it was stated that the investment in television was 5% and the
investment in digital advertising was 19%. These trends continued in 2020139.
The rate of investments made in newspapers and magazines decreased by 28% in comparison to
last year. This significant loss was claimed to be caused by the difficulty the press faced in reaching
its readers, loss of circulation, and the increased preference for digital outlets.
According to the report, Turkey -with a total share of 0.33%- is the 31st largest market in the world
on a US dollar basis in terms of the size of advertising investments in the media. Among the 38
largest markets, Turkey ranks last in terms of the ratio of media investments to GDP. As for digital
media investments, it is quite remarkable that Turkey ranks 12th among the same 38 markets.
All these figures demonstrate that rapid growth of digital media in Turkey in face of to traditional
media.
Another important study in the second quarter of the year was the Reuters Institute for the Study of
Journalism’s Digital News Report 2021.140 The report stated that during the coronavirus outbreak
there was a significant decline in demand for printed press across the world, and that there was a
significant increase in demand for local news, and the relationship of young people under the age
of 25 with news will challenge traditional media in the future.
As for the part focusing on Turkey, the report faced criticism for being superficial; despite this,
there were some interesting findings. According to the report’s data most people in Turkey get
the news from the internet, and rates of accessing news from television and social media were
approximately equal. Fox TV, Cumhuriyet and NTV were cited as the most trustworthy news
online news outlets. The report also stated that “the recent acquisition of CNN Türk and Hürriyet
by a pro-government business group has raised concerns that their coverage can no longer be
regarded as unbiased.”
The report also found that people are increasingly turning to social media to follow the news in
Turkey. According to the report, 81% follow the news through social media and online platforms,
60% follow the news through television, and 30% prefer printed press. Again, the report’s data
showed that 40% preferred Youtube, 34% preferred Twitter and Instagram, 30% preferred Facebook
and WhatsApp, and 13% preferred Telegram to access the news.
Assistant Professor Dr. Sarphan Uzunoğlu commented on the report at newslabturkey.org and said
“When observed in how findings have changed over the years, in terms of Turkey, it is important
139 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/ekonomi/medya-ve-reklam-yatirimlarinda-aslan-payi-dijitalin-6361088/
140 https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021
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organizations. Meanwhile Sondakika.com, CNN Türk and Sözcü were among the most followed

to underline the rise of Telegram and Youtube. The data show that publications investing in this
field are on the right track. Further, in terms of our daily news consumption especially regarding
Youtube, it is safe to say that the report is accurate.”141
Prof. Aslı Tunç is of the opinion that the tendency to use social media to access the news will further
increase. In a commentary made for DW Turkish, Tunç stated that there is an increasing belief that
real journalism is being practised online in Turkey, and that digital media is now gradually shifting
towards and integrating with what is defined as traditional media.142
Another important development under media ownership were the confessions of crime-boss leader
Sedat Peker regarding his influence on the sale of Doğan Media Group. Peker announced that in
2015, he organized the raid that was carried against Doğan Media Group where newspapers and
televisions were located, and that he had organized the attack at the request of an AK Party deputy.
Peker claimed that the attack put pressure on the group to sell, he said “Here you go prosecutors,
here’s your evidence. I did it. The MP [sic] told me to do it. Aydın Doğan is an old man. He was struck
with the fear of death”.143 AK Party Istanbul Deputy Abdurrahim Boynukalın, who was at the scene
when the attack occurred, wrote on social media “To be honest I’m relieved. It has been clearly
stated that criminal matters such as breaking glass, cameras, turnstiles that have stuck to us for
years have nothing to do with us”. Boynukalın later deleted these statements.144 Peker also claimed
that the Demirören family who had bought the media group through a loan issued by Ziraat Bank is
still yet to pay this amount back, despite it being overdue.
After increasing pressure, General Manager of Ziraat Bank Alpaslan Çakar made a statement at the
Grand National Assembly of Turkey’s Committee on Public Enterprises saying “The loans of said
company are monitored in live accounts. Let me make this clear, our bank treats this company, as it
does with all its customers, within the framework required by banking procedures and principles.”
Following Çakar’s vague statement criticism increased even more.145 It was later revealed that the
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land Demirören mortgaged to Ziraat Bank in the Kemer Country region of Istanbul in return for its
debt was first opened for development, but when plans were cancelled by a court decision, the
value of the lands decreased and the bank was in great loss.146

Newspaper circulation
Statistics of printed media in Turkey are announced by TUIK at the end of July each year. It is difficult
to clearly convey the loss of circulation of the press during the pandemic, as the circulation data
collected by the Press Advertisement Agency and collected through distribution companies and
dealers are not disclosed. Despite this, we do have some data on hand. For example, according to
the Media and Advertising Investments 2020 Report mentioned above, advertisements in the press
141 https://www.newslabturkey.org/reuters-gazetecilik-enstitusunun-2021-dijital-haber-raporunda-neler-var/
142 https://www.dw.com/tr/t%C3%BCrkiyede-toplum-do%C4%9Fru-bilgiye-eri%C5%9Fmek-i%C3%A7in-direniyor/a-58036955
143 https://www.birgun.net/haber/sedat-peker-den-6-nci-videoda-itiraf-akp-li-vekil-istedi-hurriyet-i-bastirdim-345313
144 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/433330/sedat-pekerin-hurriyet-saldirisiyla-ilgili-boynukalindan-aciklama-cok-rahatladim
145 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/demirorenin-ziraat-bankasindan-aldigi-kredilerin-geri-odenmemesine-tepkilersuruyor-1843466
146 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/demirorenin-borclarina-karsilik-ziraat-bankasina-ipotek-ettirdigi-arazilerin-imar-planiiptal-edildi-1842913
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decreased by 25.9% compared to 2019 and by 28% in 2020. It is also worth noting that according to
Hürriyet Journalism 2020 Annual Report, which was quoted in the first quarterly report, that “there
was a 16% contraction in the Turkish newspaper market in 2020 compared to the previous year.”
According to the circulation report prepared by the Media Monitoring Centre specifically for the M4D
Project, based on the data of distributors, BIK, and newspaper notifications, newspaper circulation
in Turkey decreased by over 21% in 2020. The pandemic is not the only culprit here. In 2018, the
average daily circulation of 35 national newspapers was 2 million 828 thousand 769. In 2019, the
circulation of 34 newspapers was 2 million 328 thousand 846. Minus the newspapers that closed
down, this number amounted to 1 million 836 thousand 426 for 28 newspapers in 2020. While there
was a 17.76% decrease in circulation compared to 2018 prior to the pandemic, the decrease was
21.14% in 2020. In other words, the pandemic was only a contributing factor to the ever-decreasing
interest in printed media.
According to the data compiled by the Media Monitoring Centre for the M4D Project, newspaper
circulation was 1 million 824 thousand 250 in January; in June, when the lockdown measures
began to ease and public places started to open, the total circulation of 31 newspapers was 1
million 790 thousand 362. Based on this, it is possible to say that the contraction the press faces is
due to the decrease in circulation and advertisement revenues, loss of trust, and digitalization, and
that these have caused the press to lose much more blood than the coronavirus pandemic.
Graph 2: Average daily newspaper sales of 31 newspapers from 31.03.2021 to 1.07.2021 and their political
position against the government. (Source: Media Monitoring Center’s newspaper circulation report prepared
for M4D Project)
April May June Newspapers and their Circulation (average)
Newspapers

194,128

Sabah

191,064

Sözcü

182,706

Türkiye Gazetesi

126,598

Milliyet

126,058

Posta

117,443

Yeni Şafak

102,487

Akşam

99,831

Takvim

86,108

Yeni Akit

55,974

Korkusuz

55,219

Karar

51,569

Yeniçağ

50,433

Milat

50,361

YeniBirlik

50,192

Yeni Asır

50,182

Analiz

50,147

Türkgün

32,410

Diriliş Postası

30,764

Cumhuriyet

25,327

Milli Gazete

22,968

Doğru Haber

10,883

BirGün

5,532

Yeni Mesaj

4,399

Evrensel

3,092

Aydınlık Gazetesi

1,930

Yeni Asya

4,109

Yeni Yaşam

1,129

Political stance of newspapers according to circulation rates

Pro-government
80,947
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Opposition
39,072
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Hürriyet

A significant source of revenue for newspapers in Turkey are the official announcements they
receive from the Press Advertising Agency (BİK). The circulation of a newspaper is an important
criterion both for advertisers and in terms of official announcement shares. It is a known fact
that an overwhelming number of newspapers exaggerate their circulation figures to benefit more
from BİK’s sources, and the circulation figures declared by these newspapers are much more than
what they actually are. For this reason, we are forced to base our findings on official circulation
figures, rather than actual figures. It is almost important to underline that many of the newspapers
in the graph are slightly over the 50 thousand mark. According to the official announcement rate
of the Press Advertising Agency’s for 2021, the unit column-centimetre fee for newspapers that
circulate more than 50 thousand is 49,34 TRY, this rate is 20,40 TRY for newspapers that circulate
under 50 thousand. The 50 thousand circulation cap limiting the almost double amount of official
advertisement revenue could be considered proof that circulation rates of these newspapers do not
reflect actual circulation figures.
A significant source of revenue for newspapers in Turkey are the official announcements they
receive from the Press Advertising Agency (BİK). The circulation of a newspaper is an important
criterion both for advertisers and in terms of official announcement shares. It is a known fact
that an overwhelming number of newspapers exaggerate their circulation figures to benefit more
from BİK’s sources, and the circulation figures declared by these newspapers are much more than
what they actually are. For this reason, we are forced to base our findings on official circulation
figures, rather than actual figures. It is almost important to underline that many of the newspapers
in the graph are slightly over the 50 thousand mark. According to the official announcement rate
of the Press Advertising Agency’s for 2021, the unit column-centimetre fee for newspapers that
circulate more than 50 thousand is 49,34 TRY, this rate is 20,40 TRY for newspapers that circulate
under 50 thousand. The 50 thousand circulation cap limiting the almost double amount of official
advertisement
revenue could be considered proof that circulation rates of these newspapers do not
Yayın
▼
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reflect actual circulation figures.
Graph 3: Average daily newspaper sales from 01.01.2021 to 1.07.2021. The five best-selling newspapers are
shown in the chart. (Source: Media Monitoring Center’s circulation report for the M4D Project)
Sabah

Hürriyet

Sözcü
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200K
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1 June 2021
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100K

50K

0
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1 March 2021
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According to current newspaper circulation figures for the highest selling five newspapers, as
can be seen in the January-July 2021 circulation graph, Hürriyet, Milliyet and Türkiye newspapers
have maintained their circulation rates. It can also be seen that Sözcü’s loss of readers has
decreased since the beginning of this year. The difference in Sabah newspaper’s circulation is quite
interesting. In January, the newspaper’s circulation increased by 30 thousand, as can be seen from
the graph this decreased in April and was less than the circulation rate of January. Among various
criticisms frequently pointed at pro-government newspapers is the wholesale of newspapers to
public institutions. Therefore, it could be said that the fluctuation in Sabah’s circulation figures is be
related to this criticism. However, in addition to not disclosing the current circulation of newspapers
-despite official figures being questionable as mentioned above- the number of newspapers
delivered to readers by means of subscription and wholesale are also not disclosed.

Rating Shares
Graph 4: April-May-June 2021, All Viewer Ratings between hours 19:00-24:00

SHOW TV
4.433 %

KANAL D
3.683 %

FOX
4.787 %

TV8
4.437 %

TRT COCUK
0.657 %

TRT SPOR
0.657 %
KANAL 7
1.430 %

STAR TV
2.553 %
TRT 1
4.487 %

BEYAZ TV
1.71%
Other

A2
0.570 %

DMAX
0.360 %

TRT HABER
0.793 %

AHABER
0.477 %

CNN TURK
0.570 %

HABER
TURK
1.00 %

A SPOR
TV
0.463 %

TEVE2
0.337 %

HALK
TV
0.387 %

NTV
0.330 %

Newspaper

General

Viewer rating shares were listed according to the same methodology implemented in previous
M4D Project reports; the list was prepared based on data from TV Audience Research Company
which measures viewer numbers for television broadcasters and advertisers. According to the
list prepared by data obtained from TV Audience Research Company (TİAK), channels such as
ATV, FOX, SHOW TV, KANAL D, STAR TV, TRT 1 and BEYAZ TV that broadcast prime time news
as well as series and reality shows were categorized as “General”; while channels that broadcast
thematic content such sports, cartoons, documentaries and did not contain news were categorized
as “Other”, and thematic news channels were categorized as “News”.
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ATV
5.823 %

Based on viewer ratings between primetime hours 19.00-24.00 in April-May-June, ATV’s viewer
rating was 5.17, while Fox TV lost its place to TRT 1. While TRT 1’s rating was 4.19, it was noteworthy
that Fox TV’s viewer rating reduced to 3.38 with a loss of more than 1 point compared to the
previous three months. It is worth mentioning that when compared to data at the end of 2020 Fox
TV has continued to lose rating.
TRT Haber continues to be the most watched channel among all news channels, while CNN Türk
comes in second. What is noteworthy here is that Halk TV replaced A Haber, which was in third
place in the last three months. Halk TV closed the second quarter of the year with a rating of 0.45,
increasing by 0.1 points, as the third most watched news channel.

Social media impact of columnists

M4D Project Media Monitoring Report April May June 20201

Table 9: List of websites whose columnists’ articles are shared on social media the most (Data source: Media
Cat Köşe Yazarları Endeksi)

In the table above on the rate columnist shared on social media, it can be seen that the writers of
Sözcü newspaper are the most shared writers, as was the case in the previous periods. Considering
social media shares in the past three months, it is important to note that Sabah newspaper, which
was in third place, was replaced by Yeniçağ newspaper. (There appears to be a 50% decrease in all
social media share rates compared to the previous quarter; according to Media Cat, which compiles
data from Facebook and Twitter, the reason for this difference was caused by a Twitter update and
that work is being carried out to ameliorate this.)
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Dashboard
Table
10: List of 1
most shared columnists on social media
Columnist
Yılmaz Özdil

544.080

Uğur Dündar

237.057

Can Ataklı

119.052

İsmail Saymaz

99.663

Süleyman Özışık

77.441

Arslan Bulut

76.394

Deniz Zeyrek

65.511

Murat Muratoğlu

63.494

Emin Çölaşan

62.272

Aytunç Erkin

58.941

Necati Doğru

57.150

Saygı Öztürk

50.161

Çiğdem Toker

50.133

Murat Ağırel

48.497

Taha Akyol

47.045

Mehmed Göktaş

46.670

Nedim Şener

44.217

Esra Elönü

40.800

Rahmi Turan

38.600

Turgay Güler

38.351

Soner Yalçın
Fuat Uğur

38.321
33.093

Melih Altınok

27.425

Akif Beki

27.160

Ahmet Hakan
Hikmet Genç

26.677
21.419

Serpil Yılmaz

19.007

Ahmet Battal

18.000

Sinan Meydan

17.810

İbrahim Karagül

17.753
0K 16.232
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Yılmaz Özdil was shared on social media the most in this quarter as was the case in the previous
quarter. According to the daily statistic of Media Cat, columnists writing for opposition papers
Sözcü and Korkusuz dominate the list of the top 10 opinion columnists most shared on social
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Website visits
The following table contains information on websites of national newspapers and news platforms
operating directly online. The data was obtained from Alexa and SimilarWeb:
Table 11: Global and local ranking of news sites (Data sources: alexa.com & similarweb.com)
Alexa global
ranking

Similar Web
global ranking

Similar Web
local ranking

Alexa and Similar Web average (global)

Hürriyet

513

10

185

9

349

Sözcü

817

15

198

10

507,5

15834

294

5022

133

10428

Akşam

671

14

219

11

445

1024

27

3576

93

2300

108

29

6048

152

3078

Sabah

1336

41

354

15

845

Karar

6755

147

10036

233

8395,5

Cumhuriyet

3928

70

904

28

2416

Fanatik

3972

113

1916

56

2944

Takvim

9528

214

1282

36

5405

T24

5697

118

3232

81

4464,5

P. Fotomaç

6813

229

2019

61

4416

OdaTV

7873

130

113920

3434

60896,5

BirGün

10547

200

4168

111

7357,5

Posta

12964

234

5447

128

9205,5

Gazete Duvar

16736

276

7001

175

11868,5

Türkiye

41067

743

29356

618

35211,5

Evrensel

30488

526

28838

557

29663

Yeni Asır

63839

1326

8961

202

36400

Aydınlık

57264

1133

37984

759

47624

Artı Gerçek

53990

942

32061

701

43025,5

Doğru Haber

70606

1138

210159

4918

140382,5

Bianet

71850

1698

74643

1615

73246,5

Korkusuz

82528

1856

20061

408

51294,5

Ahval News

169470

N/A

1770

369

85620

Medyascope

140144

2811

119601

2555

129872,5

Gazete Karınca

270877

9840

475868

12192

373372,5

Yeni Birlik

289962

7649

348877

7921

319419,5

Gazete Pencere

498316

15640

702497

19643

600406,5

Dokuz 8 Haber

213485

5270

339967

10640

276726

Özgürüz Radyo

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

Ensonhaber

394

8

1907

55

1150,5

1389

35

1059

32

1224

Milliyet
Yeni Akit
Yeni Şafak
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Alexa local
ranking

Haberler.com
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In addition to list above, it is important to note that social media platforms such as Twitter and
Instagram have started to increasingly be used to access news. It is also worth noting that many
journalists who have parted their ways from corporate media appeal to tens of thousands of people
through such outlets, this trend is on the rise and will likely continue to do so. The table above also
displays how interest in online news outlets is on the rise in when compared to data of previous
quarters. The demand for alternative information and news sources on the internet instead of
conventional mainstream media continues to increase.

c.Situation of press workers
The situation of press workers continues to be in decline due to general situation mentioned above
and due to the effects of the pandemic. Warnings are continued to be made that the local press will
face increasing losses after the circular on public saving was announced.
Journalists’ associations across Anatolia frequently issued statements on the problems they face.
Local press executives have stated they cannot compensate for their expenses due to the decrease
in subscription and advertisement revenues and have demanded that the Press Advertisement
Agency reduce the 14% commission on advertisements it mediates.147
According to “the Pandemic and Freedom of the Press Report” prepared under the lead of CHP
Deputy Chairperson Gülizar Biçer Karaca, the financial situation of the Anatolian press has been
increasingly on the decline in the last year, around 100 televisions have been blacked out due to the
exorbitant price of satellite fees. The report also states that local newspapers have lost up to 80%
of their circulation, and the loss in advertisement revenues and increase in broadcasting costs have
caused many local and regional television stations to accumulate significant debt.148
TV A, a channel which broadcasted in Adana for 23 years had to shut down due to financial troubles.
broadcast in Adana.149 Siirt province TV channel Mücadele, which had been broadcasting for 60
years, has suspended its broadcasts due to financial hardships caused by the pandemic.150
CHP Deputy Chairman for Youth Policies Gökçe Gökçen met with young journalists on the occasion
of May 3 World Press Freedom Day and presented a report they prepared on issues of young
journalists. In the report, problems such as low income, insecurity, barriers to unionization, problems
with press cards, and not considering internet journalists as being journalists were underlined.
Gökçen said that young people who had started their path on this profession with the dream of
becoming journalists are now thinking of quitting.151

147
148
149
150
151

https://t24.com.tr/haber/buyuk-zorluklar-yasayan-yerel-basina-bir-darbe-de-pandemiden,950854
https://cdn.chp.org.tr/iys/eposta/Attachment/12507_pandemibasinozgurlugu_1.pdf
https://www.adanahabermerkezi.com/medya/medyada-deprem-4-uncu-tv-de-kapandi-h48931.html
http://gazetecilerplatformu.com/2021/04/12/pandemi-yerel-basini-da-vurdu-siirtin-60-yillik-gazetesi-yayina-ara-verdi/
https://m.bianet.org/bianet/ifade-ozgurlugu/243495-genc-gazeteciler-meslegi-birakmak-istiyor
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Previously, ÇukurovaTürk TV, Kent TV and Adana TV had shut down. Only Koza TV continues to

4-NEWS PRODUCTION AND
ITS VALUE
a.News production and investigative journalism
Biggest challenges for journalists in Turkey are self-censorship and obstacles they face while trying
to access information. It is almost an unwritten agreement that there are certain news stories one
simply cannot write about. Even attempting to obtain information on certain topics is like stepping
into a minefield.
According to the Bianet Media Monitoring Report which focuses on the trials of the second quarter,
number journalists who were put on trial, has ongoing trials, or had their trials concluded on
charges of “insulting the President” is 18.152 Physical attacks against journalists are concerningly
widespread. Since 2017, generally well-known journalists with a critical stance were subject to
public attacks. Though, since the early days of 2021, local journalists, cameramen and freelance
journalists are subject to violence at an alarming rate. This report also features data on attacks
on journalists, whether they be columnists, radio programmers, reporters or photojournalists,
affiliated with various media organizations. It is worth noting that journalists not only experience
self-censorship, possible investigations or unemployment, but also physical attacks as such.
According to the “State of the World’s Human Rights” report by Amnesty International; “judicial
harassment of individuals such as journalists, politicians, activists, social media users and human
rights defenders for their real or perceived dissent continued.”153 “European Union Annual Report
on Human Right and Democracy in the World/2020” observed that restrictive and supervising
M4D Project Media Monitoring Report April May June 20201

measures taken against journalism practices, as well as critical voices of any kind, limits freedoms
and cause self-censorship.154
Impunity is one of the main obstacles hindering the way of news production and investigative
journalism. Prosecutors, and the justice system as a whole for that matter, are unwilling to act
on crimes against journalist. This tacit truth became more visible by the revelations of crimeboss leader Sedat Peker. Late journalists Uğur Mumcu and Kutlu Adalı were murdered in the
90’s while working on investigative pieces. Novel allegations surrounding their murders were left
uninvestigated. Istanbul Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office launched an investigation on Adalı’s
murder, Atilla Peker, Sedat Peker’s brother whom he said “was chosen for the job (to murder Adalı)
but never went through with it” was called to testify and was released afterwards. Atilla Peker’s
testimony is the only step taken so far.
152 https://bianet.org/bianet/bia-medya-gozlem/247122-cesur-mucadele-olmazsa-ozgur-gazetecilik-biter
153 https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/pol10/3202/2021/en/
154 https://www.avrupa.info.tr/tr/pr/dunyada-insan-haklari-ve-demokrasi-ab-2020-raporu-yayimlandi-10645
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Current state of the media can also be seen as the reason behind the shift from conventional media
to digital mediums. Independent, alternative, or critical news production are becoming more and
more prevalent on digital media. The Digital News/2021 Report of the Reuters Institute for the
Study of Journalism has supporting findings. Report states that in Turkey, the government and
mainstream media does not leave room for opposing views and readers turn to online platforms,
social media and private messaging services. While underlining self-censorship is prevalent also
on social media, report shows %61 of participants use social media for news. Report also claims
that due to the increasing restraint on various news mediums, usage of closed messaging services
such as WhatsApp and Telegram for news purposes are becoming more common.155

b.Disinformation & the monopoly of informationi
In the second quarter of the year, highly dependent on the government, the partisan media
continued to produce unverified, manipulative, provocative and news targeting critical voices.
Public agenda was constructed on political statements and investigations, but disinformation
overshadowed verified information. Boğaziçi University Protests, marginalization of the LGBTI+
community, campaign against the Istanbul Convention and accusations against the HDP and MP
Ömer Faruk Gergerlioğlu were examples from the first quarter of the year in terms of public debate
constructed around disinformation. Declaration by 104 retired Admirals, campaign lead by CHP
drawing attention to the loss of foreign exchange reserves of the Central Bank, allegations by Sedat
Peker, murder of an HDP Headquarters worker at the attack in İzmir were the highlights in the
second quarter.
A joint declaration by 104 retired Admirals in early April soon made headlines. During a discussion
on the Istanbul Convention and the Canal Istanbul Project, when asked “Can Montreux Treaty be
terminated?” Speaker of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey (TBMM) Mustafa Şentop replied:
“Technically speaking, yes.” Following an image of an admiral donning a turban at a religious cult
“Montreux Declaration” sharing concern on protecting the values of Mustaf Kemal Atatürk. Critical
of the government, the statement read: “We condemn and object the attempt to depict Turkish
Armed Forces and Turkish Naval Forces as If they were drifted apart from the modern principles
of Atatürk. Or else, Turkey will face the risk and threat of going through very dangerous series
of events, as she had in the past.”156 Reaction from the Turkish Government was harsh as they
accused the signatories of being “pro-coup” and launched investigations. Pro-government media
targeted the admirals with manipulative stories. Yeni Şafak’s headline read “You are the admirals
of which fleet?” while Yeni Akit’s headline read: “Remove the shoulder straps of these traitors.”
Türkiye’s headline read: “Pro-Junta admirals face backlash,” Akşam’s headline read: “Signaling
muppets,” Milat’s headline read: “Clean them all,” Takvim’s headline read: “Private declaration,”
155 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/reuters-turkiyenin-medya-aliskanliklarini-mercek-altina-aldi-en-cok-hangi-haberkuruluslarina-guveniliyor-haber-1526498
156 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/103-amiralden-montro-ve-ataturk-devrimleri-bildirisi-1825515
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circulating on media, 104 retied admirals signed a joint declaration letter, better known as the

Türkgün: “Have their shoulder straps removed” and Sabah’s headline read: “Democracy lesson to
the impertinent.” News stories alleged the admirals were “taking orders from third parties other
than national will, they hate our nation and try to sabotage it and take pleasure from feeding the
nation and the country to the wolves.”157
Sabah newspaper featured an article claiming some of the signatories and their relatives were
members of CHP. The same article was published on the website of Hürriyet newspaper, though
without an author. Lawyers criticized Sabah and Hürriyet underlining violation of personal data,
saying information revealed on the articles could only be obtained from General Prosecution Office
of the Supreme Court of Appeal.158 Press Council also reacted to the articles, stating: “Personal data
of retired admirals and their family members were leaked to the press. This is not only a violation
of the Professional Principles of Press but also a crime in the eyes of law. Separation of Powers
is the most important principle of democracy, thus media, being the fourth estate, cannot take
orders from politicians or any other form of power. We call on our media to follow the Professional
Principles of Press to restore its trustworthiness and reputation, and refrain compromising freedom
of expression and of the press.”159
Responding to the criticism, Ahmet Hakan, Editor in Chief of Hürriyet, wrote: “This article does not
meet the publishing policies of Hürriyet. We hereby apologize to those who suffered from the article
and to our readers.160 10 signatories were arrested, their houses were raided, digital materials were
seized, some were given house arrests. But in two weeks’ time, all admirals were released. They
soon began to regain their rights for housing and protection. On this short-lived topic of retired
admirals, most media outlets relied on government spokespersons and other official institutions as
news sources. Some interpreted the situation as a plot aiming to convince “AKP being victimized by
a group of pro-coup admirals.”161
In early April, HDP Kocaeli MP Ömer Faruk Gergerlioğlu was arrested upon the finalization of his
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prison sentence. His lawyer shared a report documenting battery under police custody.162 In the
meantime, General Prosecution Office of the Supreme Court of Appeal resent the file demanding
HDP to be shut down to the Constitutional Court. The Court accepted the indictment on June 21st.
(In early June while this report was being prepared for publishing, Gergerlioğlu was released and
regained his seat in parliament following a rights violation verdict by the Constitutional Court.)
Details on MHP Leader Devlet Bahçeli’s campaign to shut HDP down and his criticism towards
the Court were elaborated on the Constitutional Court subheading of this report. Pro-government
media marginalized and targeted HDP over the case of Kobane, Gergerlioğlu, possible shut down
of the party and allegations on the Armenian Genocide. For instance, Anadolu Agency’s headline
read: “Instigators of the Kobane Case will stand trial” referred HDP as the instigators.163 Criticizing
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

https://www.yenisafak.com/gundem/milletin-iradesi-emir-aldiginiz-odaklari-yenecek-guctedir-3617990
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/bu-bilgiler-ancak-yargitay-baskanligindan-alinabilir-6358201/
https://www.basinkonseyi.org.tr/medyayi-etik-degerlere-sahip-cikmaya-cagiriyoruz/
https://www.diken.com.tr/ahmet-hakan-amirallerin-yakinlari-haberi-icin-ozur-diledi/
https://t24.com.tr/yazarlar/fikret-bila/dag-fare-dogurdu,30601
https://tele1.com.tr/gergerlioglu-darp-raporu-aldi-361351/
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/aa-ve-soylu-kobane-davasi-oncesi-hdpyi-hedef-aldi-haber-1520427
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the HDP declaration titled: “Face the shame of the Armenian Genocide,” Communications Director
Fahrettin Altun said: “We are proud of our long and glorious history. Your short and dark history
however is shameful. Your history is the history of a separatist terrorist group. Our nation will have
the last word on you.”164 Fellow officials and party spokespersons also harshly criticized HDP and
accused them with supporting terrorism. Pro-government media highlighted such statements. On
June 17th İzmir Headquarters of HDP was attacked by a gunman, party member Deniz Poyraz was
shot dead.165 Attack was poorly covered in media, mostly referred to as “provocation.” HDP CoChairperson Mithat Sancar said: “Government as a whole is responsible for this attack. Fostering
hate speech, adopting antagonization as the only policy, polarizing the society and inciting conflict;
the government is responsible for this murder and the ones to come.”166
Following CHP Leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu’s speech on the whereabouts of “128 billion dollars” a
smear campaign against CHP was initiated, accusing CHP with “interfering with politics through
lies.” Vast majority of media outlets covered the campaign against CHP, instead of investigating the
allegations on the loss of foreign exchange reserves. Yeni Akit for instance, asserted CHP, HDP and
the PKK were coordinating a smear campaign on the Central Bank on an article titled: “FETÖ ties on
the 128 billion dollars lie.” Again, on April 16th Yeni Akit’s headline read: “Same defamation against
the ‘men of the nation’” and a quotation from the article read: “Those who brought Sultan Vahdeddin,
Adnan Menderes and Necmettin Erbakan under suspicion and prosecuted them in the past, are now
trying to do same against President Erdoğan with the “where is the 128 billion dollars?” slander.”167
Yeni Şafak’s April 18th headline read: “128 billion $ liars.” Akşam’s April 22nd headline read: “NeoGoebbels liars.” Communications Director Fahrettin Altun took social media to respond and said:
“Those who stand with groups who live on lies and slanders and oppose the national will, have a
rather simple tactic: come up with a big and simple lie and repeat it constantly. We will continue
to face liars.”168 Altun’s messages with the “liar CHP” hashtag were allegedly shared by fake/bot
accounts.169 At the parliamentary group meeting President Erdoğan showed the video shared by
Altun and said CHP is lying about “128 billion dollars.” Same video was late shared from President
billion dollars” lie, even though they are very well aware that is WRONG and it is a LIE.”170 Journalist
Sedef Kabaş is cited in the video, she therefore stated she was targeted and said: “Erdoğan is
responsible if something bad were to happen to me.”171 It can be concluded that the government
conducted a disinformation campaign, facilitating all communication channels, aiming to disperse
the critical agenda formed around CHP lead “where is the 128 billion dollars” movement.

164 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/fahrettin-altundan-hdpye-sert-tepki-1830683
165 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/hdp-il-binasi-onunde-hareketli-dakikalar-6491233/
166 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/435683/hdp-partimizi-hedef-gosteren-iktidardir
167 https://www.yeniakit.com.tr/haber/turkiye-dusmanlari-ve-yerli-usaklari-altin-ve-para-uzerinden-algi-olusturuyor-milletinadamlarina-hep-ayni-iftira-1530420.html
168 https://www.takvim.com.tr/guncel/2021/04/21/iletisim-baskani-fahrettin-altundan-chpnin-128-milyar-dolarlik-rezervin-eridigiiddiasina-tokat-gibi-yanit
169 https://twitter.com/memetcanbiber/status/1408419972901126147
170 https://twitter.com/RTErdogan/status/1384806468583661573
171 https://haber.sol.org.tr/haber/sedef-kabas-basima-bir-sey-gelirse-sorumlusu-recep-tayyip-erdogandir-306411
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Erdoğan’s account with the message: “Those who stand with CHP desperately hold on the “128

Sedat Peker’s allegations were the highlight of June. Starting on May 2nd, he shared a series of
videos online. While his videos reached 5-6 million views the day they are published, his revelations
were not covered in pro-government media.172 Until June 10th, there were only headlines such
as: “Screenplay by FETÖ, actor: Sedat Peker.”173 Reluctance of the media to cover stories on Peker
stemmed from AKP’s silence stance on Peker’s videos. Also, President Erdoğan was yet to comment
on the matter. For a long while, Prosecutors did not investigate the allegations. As a matter of
fact, first investigation was launched on Cumhuriyet newspaper, for covering Peker’s allegations.
Peker’s revelations on the 2015 Hürriyet newspaper building raid was not covered on Hürriyet or

174

affiliates of the now Demirören Media Group.
President Erdoğan’s Parliamentary Group speech on June 9th featured key points pro-government
media would look for. But what was reflected on the media from the speech was not what he had
to say on Peker, but rather his response to the criticism of the opposition. Akşam, Diriliş Postası,
Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sabah, Takvim, Türkiye, Yeni Akit and Yeni Şafak newspapers opted for headlines
such as: “they depend on criminal organizations”175 “We do not speculate on criminal organizations,”
“Their job is sewage, our job is service” “They rely on gangs”.176 Similarities in the media coverage
of the topic by pro-government media was apparent.
Above headlines by the pro-government media and accusations mostly targeted at CHP Leader
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu and İYİ Party Leader Meral Akşener had real-time reflections on social media.
As with the case of “liar CHP” hashtag, online smear campaigns were carried out with thousands
of bot accounts. Similarities in shared content implied campaigns were being controlled from the
same center. CHP Istanbul MP Aykut Erdoğdu suffered from such campaign as he was targeted by
fake accounts on social media, following his remarks on being blackmailed by reporters of Sabah
and ATV.177
Fake accounts are a global problem. Amnesty International’s “2020/21 State of the World’s Human
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Rights” Report covering 149 countries addressed the fake account turmoil in Turkey. Report stated:
“In Turkey, the government orchestrated troll armies and imposed online restrictions and misnavigations to distract from certain websites, accounts and inconvenient information.”178 Last
year, Twitter disclosed 7 thousand 340 accounts over ties with the youth wing of the AKP and for
“forming re-tweet loops.”179

172 https://www.medyakoridoru.com/gundem/sedat-pekerin-iddialarini-yalnizca-4-gazete-gordu-24363/
173 https://www.yenisafak.com/gundem/senaryoyu-feto-yaziyor-peker-oynuyor-3636196
174 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/pekerin-iddialariyla-ilgili-ilk-sorusturma-aciklamalari-haber-yapan-cumhuriyeteacildi-1842651
175 https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2021/06/10/muhalefete-teroristler-yetmedi-simdi-de-suc-orgutlerine-bel-bagladilar
176 https://www.yenisafak.com/gundem/pkk-ve-feto-gibi-teror-orgutleri-yetmedi-cetelere-bel-bagladilar-3637527
177 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/erdogduya-sosyal-medyada-sahte-hesap-saldirisi-haber-1521389
178 https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/pol10/3202/2021/en/
179 https://tr.euronews.com/2020/06/12/twitter-n-kapatt-g-7-bin-340-hesaba-dair-haz-rlad-g-raporda-neler-var
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5-ADVOCACY WORK AND
NEW INITIATIVES BY
JOURNALISTS
Based on data gathered from unions, civil society organizations and fellow organizations working
in the field of press freedom, this chapter summarizes the work of journalists, professional
organizations, political parties, and international institutions in the second quarter of the year.

a.Union activities
In the second quarter, violence against journalists while covering public events was the most
important agenda of journalism unions.
Partnering with fellow professional organizations to publicly condemn the increasing restriction
of journalists, as well as violence against them, Journalists’ Union of Turkey and DISK-Basın İş
Union continued advocating for detained journalists and for those that were subject to violence.
It is worth noting that restriction and violence against journalist increased with the latest circular
of the General Directorate of Security. President of DISK Basın-Iş Union Faruk Eren and President
of the Journalists’ Uninon Gökhan Durmuş met with Governor of Istanbul Ali Yerlikaya regarding
the brutal arrest of photojournalist Bülent Kılıç. Governor Yerlikaya stated that an administrative

The conflict started in early 2021 between the executives of Artı TV & Artı Gerçek and members of
DİSK-Basın İş Union was resolved in April. Negotiations, where executives of DİSK Basın-İş Union
were also presented, resulted positively and was announced with a joint statement.181 DİSK-Basın
Iş Union stated: “Employees of Artı will not be laid off, our members will go back to work.”
Journalists’ Union of Turkey signed the second term collective labor agreements with Reuters and
Refinitiv. Hereunder, journalists working for Reuters will get a %26,5 raise in the first year. Second
year’s raise will be calculated baes on the inflation rate, having 10 points over it. Missing bonuses
for the past 3 years (pre-collective labor agreement) are to be paid bulk.182 Refinitiv on the other
hand will give a %2 welfare increase on top of dollar inflation. In addition, workers will be paid 100
dollars per month for sports and psychological support and an additional monthly 150 dollars for

180 https://twitter.com/Disk_Basin_is/status/1409916459866853376
181 https://diskbasinis.org/index.php/tr/basin-aciklamalari/1216-ortak-ac-klama-oezguer-bas-n-oerguetlue-sendika
182 https://twitter.com/TGS_org_tr/status/1409459826858594304
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investigation was launched against police officers involved in Kılıç’s arrest.180

food support.183 Journalists’ Union also won the lawsuit objecting the Union’s authority, filed by
executives of Cumhuriyet newspaper, and held a meeting with members to discuss a draft collective
labor agreement.184
Women and LGBTI+ Commission of the Journalists’ Union held a meeting with women journalists
working for local media. Approximately 50 journalists attended the meeting where solutions to
problems faced by women working for local press face were discussed.185 Journalists’ Union
and DİSK Basın-İş Union members organized training and meeting on; basic rights of working
journalists, journalism tools, refugee-centered media and the Coronavirus pandemic. DİSK Basın-İş
Union prepared a handbook on journalism during the pandemic while Journalists’ Union published
up to date articles on journalism on journo.com.tr. Both unions organized social media-based
events marking May 3rd World Press Freedom Day.
Journalists’ Union’s May 3rd social media campaign #basınbelada (translation: “press is in trouble”)
was successful at it created buzz and drew attention to problems journalists face. The Union also
published its annual press freedom report along with the campaign.186 According to the report,
43 journalists are behind bars and 322 press cards are cancelled. In the past year, 57 journalists
spent a total of 144 days in detention while 6 journalists were battered in police custody. 274
journalists being prosecuted on 128 different trails were given for over 226 years and 8 months
prison sentences. Unemployment rate in journalism hits %40 (number include uninsured workers).
62 news sites and 1411 news content were banned access. RTÜK issued a total of 7 million 488
thousand 851 liras worth of administrative fines and 41 broadcast suspensions. BIK issued a total
of 212 days announcement/advertisement bans on newspapers.187
DİSK Basın-Iş Union applied to the Ombudsman Institution regarding the latest circular of the
General Directorate of Security.188 Progressive Journalists’ Association and DİSK Basın-Iş, as
well as Journalists’ Union, Association of Journalists and Photojournalists Association of Turkey
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applied to the Council of State against the Press Card Regulation.189 Journalists’ Union also applied
to the Council of State regarding the circular by the General Directorate of Security.190
Medya-İş Union, which is part of the Hak-İş confederation and is the journalism union with the highest
number of members, organized events drawing attention to violence Palestinians and Palestinian
journalists were subjected to by Israeli forces. Union organized photo exhibitions titled: “Palestine
Resisting” in various cities. Exhibition featured the work of Anadolu Agency photojournalists.

183 https://twitter.com/TGS_org_tr/status/1402957639441686528
184 https://twitter.com/TGS_org_tr/status/1407274968266776578
185 https://m.bianet.org/bianet/toplumsal-cinsiyet/245220-yerelde-kadin-gazeteci-olmak-sosyal-hak-yok-maas-yok
186 https://tgs.org.tr/basinbelada/
187 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/432125/tgsden-dunya-basin-ozgurlugu-gununde-basin-belada-kampanyasi
188 https://www.diskbasinis.org/index.php/tr/haberler/1221-di-sk-bas-n-i-s-halk-n-haber-alma-hakk-n-engelleyen-emggenelgesini-kamu-denetciligi-kurumu-na-sikayet-etti
189 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/cgd-ve-disk-basin-is-degistirilen-basin-karti-yonetmeligine-yeniden-dava-actihaber-1526492
190 https://www.medyakoridoru.com/gundem/tgs-polis-siddetine-sansur-genelgesini-yargiya-tasidi-24058/
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b.Activities of the Association, political parties and other
CSOs
In the second quarter of the year, professional media and press organizations united against
problems troubling the field. May 3rd World Press Freedom Day, the latest circular of the General
Directorate of Security, new press card regulation, increasing violence and threat against journalists,
Sedet Peker’s revelations on the infamous ties between politics, mafia and media, brought
professional media and press organizations together. Second quarter saw an increasing solidarity
among professional media and press organizations. Many organizations stood together, organized
protests and shared joint statements.
Within the scope of the M4D Project, Association of Journalists, İzmir Association of Journalists
and Journalists’ Union of Turkey organized an event marking May 3rd World Press Freedom
Day. Opening remarks were delivered by President of the Association of Journalists Nami Bilgin,
President of İzmir Association of Journalists Misket Dikmen and President of Journalists’ Union of
Turkey Gökhan Durmuş. Bilgin underlined the importance of the struggle for press freedom while
Dikmen pointed out the circular by the General Directorate of Security and said: “This circular is an
attempt to conceal unlawful behavior of the other hand underlined the importance of unionization
and said: “We urge our colleagues to stand together and unionize. Last year Journalists’ Union of
Turkey signed agreements with five employers. We can overcome the obstacles by unionization
and solidarity.”191
European Parliament Turkey Rapporteur Nacho Sánchez Amor was the guest of honor and keynote
speaker of the event. Delivering his opening remarks, Sánchez Amor said: “Any criticism has been
considered a threat to the existence of this Turkish state. I am not just talking about politicians or
journalists. Doctors, lawyers, human rights defenders, any minor bubble of criticism is going to be
crushed.” Pointing out that there is an “fundamentalist agenda” in Turkey, Sánchez Amor said: “I
cards, this was also a form of oppression against the media. But the main obstacle for media
freedom is self-censorship. If a journalist is sitting by the computer thinking not about the facts
you gathered but the consequences of publishing real facts, this is a question we have to deal with.”
Attending the virtual event from Italy, President of the European Journalists Association Paolo
Magagnotti said: “Our wonderful colleagues in Turkey, you are setting brilliant examples of quality
journalism, while working in the most difficult circumstances of an authoritarian government, trying
to impose strict control over the media and free speech and to intimidate journalists. This is why
you have the sympathy and support of the international democratic community and the solidarity
of their colleagues from all over the world. This is why press freedom needs, like never before,
vigilance and defense. The European Journalists Association wants to be at the forefront of this
crucial struggle. We are proud to have you, dear Turkish journalists, our dear Turkish colleagues, as
191 https://www.medyaege.com.tr/gazeteciler-basin-ozgurlugu-icin-bir-araya-geldi-169489h.htm
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was in Turkey a year and a half ago and journalists were complaining they could not access press

partners and friends, in facing this challenge in most turbulent times worldwide. You are setting an
example for all of us.”192
M4D Media Monitoring Report of the first quarter of 2021 was presented during the event, followed
by a roundtable discussion titled: “Journalism and legal protection; is it possible?” moderated by
journalist Sedat Bozkurt, with panelists; lawyer and Co-Director of the Media and Law Studies
Association Veysel Ok, journalists Barış Terkoğlu and Müyesser Yıldız.193
Professional press organizations released statements marking May 3rd World Press Freedom
Day and condemned the latest circular of the General Directorate of Security.194 President of the
Association of Journalist Nazmi Bilgin called a circular “an unacceptable order for censorship” and
further stated: “Law enforcement personnel might also agree that their rights are being violated
when being filmed on duty. However, instead of censoring unpleasant footage, one must keep
himself from behaving in a shameful manner, thus complying with the fundamental principles of
democracy which are accountability and transparency.”195 Association of Journalist also filed a case
at the Council of state, demanding annulment and stay of execution of the circular in question.196
Though Association of Journalists was not the only organization to file a case at the Council, as
Journalists’ Union of Turkey, Media and Law Studies Association (MLSA), bars of Ankara and
Diyarbakır and various organizations also filed cases against the circular.197
Professional press organizations also filed cases against the novel Press Card Regulation. Formed
by 12 press organizations, the Media Solidarity Group’s statement underlined the unlawful articles
of the regulation, and further stated: “Directorate of Communication is defying journalism, defying
law, defying verdicts by the Constitutional Court and the Council of State. It is mandatory for
press cards to be issued by a commission formed by representatives of press organizations and
that it needs to be regulated by law.”198 Association of Journalist, Journalists’ Union of Turkey,
Photojournalists Association of Turkey, Progressive Journalists Association and DİSK Basın-İş
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were among the professional organizations which filed a case at the Council of State, demanding
the annulment and stay of execution of the said regulation.
Fugitive crime-boss leader Sedet Peker’s revelations also united professional press organizations
as he disclosed infamous ties between journalists, politicians, and the mafia. Journalist who clearly
broke professional ethics and got involved with politics and the mafia in an unprofessional manner
were condemned by many. With the initiative of Progressive Journalists Association and hosted
by the Association of Journalists, professional press organizations called on the authorities to
investigate and defend the principles of the press. Organizations demanded parliamentary inquiry
and prosecution for Peker’s allegations on the murders of slain journalists Uğur Mumcu and Kutlu
Adalı. Statement underlined; those who rely on the trust and legitimacy of the press, which has
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/ap-raportoru-amor-turkiye-de-elestiri-tehdit-olarak-goruluyor-/5876660.html
http://www.24saatgazetesi.com/bilgin-yasadigimiz-sikintilar-bizi-yildiramaz/
https://www.evrensel.net/haber/432093/basin-orgutlerinden-dunya-basin-ozgurlugu-gunu-aciklamalari
https://gc-tr.org/gazeteciler-cemiyetinden-kamunun-bilgilenme-hakki-vurgulamasi/
https://gc-tr.org/gazeteciler-cemiyeti-emniyet-genel-mudurlugu-genelgesini-danistaya-tasidi/
https://www.dw.com/tr/emniyet-genelgesinin-iptali-i%C3%A7in-dava-a%C3%A7%C4%B1ld%C4%B1/a-57410919
https://gc-tr.org/basin-karti-kimliginden-soyutlaniyor-basinkartimadokunma/
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its roots in society, and build infamous networks of interests and those who aim to disidentify
journalism, will not be tolerated. Statement further read: “The Turkish Parliament should establish
a commission in order to inquire these allegations which undermines press freedom, a fundamental
constituent of any democratic society.” Association of European Journalists/Turkey
Press Council, Progressive Journalists’ Association, Diplomatic Correspondents Association,
Economic Correspondents Association, Association of Journalists, Haber-Sen, İzmir Association
of Journalists, Association of Parliamentary Correspondents, Photojournalists Association,
Journalists’ Union of Turkey and Turkey’s News Cameramen Association signed the statement
which read: “Together let’s stand against those who exploit journalism and newspapers as a shield
or as a weapon.”199
The Turkish Journalists’ Association unmembered Hadi Özışık200 and Veyis Ateş for violating the
Declaration of Rights and Responsibilities of Turkish Journalists. Özışık and Ateş were involved in
corruption and dubious ties and their statements were far from satisfactory.201
Journalists covering the İstanbul Pride March were subject to police brutality and arrests. The
Media Solidarity Group and fellow press organizations protested the brutal treatment and arrests.
Large-scale protests were organized outside the governor’s office in İstanbul, Ankara and İzmir.
AFP photojournalist Bülent Kılıç was forcibly arrested as he said: “I can’t breathe.” Referencing
Kılıç’s words, press organizations adopted “you cannot choke the press” as their protest slogan.202
Press organizations also distributed journalism awards for the year 2020. Metin Göktepe 2020
Journalism Awards203, Progressive Journalists’ Association 2020 Awards204, The Turkish Journalists’
Association Successful Journalists 2020 Awards205 were distributed in the second quarter. Sözcü
newspaper was awarded with Press Freedom Award of the Press Council.206
In partnership with the Balkan Investigative Reporting Network (BIRN), the Association of Journalist
distributed the “European Union Investigative Journalism Awards in the Western Balkans and
Turkey.” First-place winner was Murta Ağırel of Yeniçağ newspaper for his story titled: “This is how
your money is being wasted.”207 Second-place winners were Hale Gönültaş and Volkan Nakiboğlu
winner was Fevzi Kızılkoyun of Hürriyet newspaper for his story titled: “Prestigious Baron: Official
car issued to Turkish Escobar.” Jury prizes were given to İsa Örken of Evrensel newspaper for his
story titled: “14 days as a seasonal worker” and to Hazal Ocak of Cumhuriyet newspaper for her
story: “Leak in the Bosphorus & Garden rented for only 258 liras a month.”208
199 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/basin-orgutlerinden-ortak-bildiri-savcilar-ve-parlamento-goreve-6501299/
200 https://www.tgc.org.tr/aciklamalar/2911-tgc-hadi-%C3%B6z%C4%B1%C5%9F%C4%B1k%E2%80%99%C4%B1-%C3%BCyelikten%C3%A7%C4%B1kard%C4%B1.html
201 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/tgcden-veyis-ates-karari-1847540
202 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/14-basin-meslek-orgutunden-aciklama-basinin-nefesini-kesemezsiniz-haber-1526901
203 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/430027/24-metin-goktepe-gazetecilik-odulleri-torenle-sahiplerine-verildi
204 https://www.dw.com/tr/dw-t%C3%BCrk%C3%A7eye-%C3%A7a%C4%9Fda%C5%9F-gazeteciler-derne%C4%9Finden%C3%B6d%C3%BCl/a-57249661
205 https://www.tgc.org.tr/aciklamalar/2902-62-tgc-t%C3%BCrkiye-gazetecilik-ba%C5%9Far%C4%B1-%C3%B6d%C3%BClleria%C3%A7%C4%B1kland%C4%B1-2.html
206 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2021/gundem/ruzgar-iktidarin-aleyhine-esiyor-6433446/
207 https://ankahaber.net/haber/detay/bati_balkanlar_ve_turkiye_avrupa_birligi_arastirmaci_gazetecilik_odulleri_sahiplerini_
buldu_44798#.YNwttcGaJvM.twitter
208 https://penceretv.com/guncel/bati-balkanlar-ve-turkiye-avrupa-birligi-arastirmaci-gazetecilik-odulleri-sahipler-91849h
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of Gazete Duvar, for their serial titled: “Iranian Border: Between Bullets and Wolves.” Third-place

Within the scope of the M4D Project, Association of Journalists hosted the “Situation Assessment
Meeting for the Southern and Eastern Provinces.” At the meeting, Professor Murat Erdoğan of
Turkish-German University gave presentation on “Migration and Journalism.” Journalists from
Hatay, Kilis, Gaziantep and Şanlıurfa attended the meeting to discuss migration and problems
surrounding local press. Journalists expressed their frustration with not having their press cards
renewed, decrease in revenue from official announcements/advertisements, income loss due
to the pandemic. Also, news outlets established by Syrian journalist in Gaziantep and solidarity
organizations were discussed during the meeting.
Below is select from press freedom reports published in the second quarter:
•

2020-21 Press Freedom Report by the Journalist’ Union of Turkey:
https://tgs.org.tr/tgs-basin-ozgurlugu-raporu-2020-2021/

•

BİA Media Monitoring Team April-May-June 2021 Report on freedom of the press and
expression violations:
https://bianet.org/bianet/bia-medya-gozlem/247038-gun-gun-uc-aylik-medya-ifadeozgurlugu-ihlalleri-tam-metin

•

Journalism trials report by Press in Arrest:
http://pressinarrest.com/rapor/gazeteci-basin-yargilamalari-davalari-rapor/

•

Media Monitoring Reports by Progressive Journalists’ Association
»» April - http://samsunpostasi.net/cgd-2021-nisan-ayi-medya-raporu/2580/
»» May - https://sendika.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CGD-Medya-Izleme-RaporMayis-2021.pdf
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»» June - https://www.evrensel.net/haber/437315/cgd-haziran-raporu-gazetecidusmanligi-genelgesinden-vazgecin
•

June 15th – December 31st 2020 Trial Monitoring Reports by Media and Law Studies
Association (MLSA)
https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/mlsa-dava-gozlem-raporu-tutuklu-yargilamalardakidususe-ragmen-gazetecilik-hala-suc/

•

CHP Vice Chair Gülizar Biçer Karaca’s report on “Pandemic and Press Freedom”
https://cdn.chp.org.tr/iys/eposta/Attachment/12507_pandemibasinozgurlugu_1.pdf

•

CHP MP Utku Çakırözer’s monthly reports:
»» April - https://t24.com.tr/haber/chp-li-cakirozer-emniyetin-genelgesi-ilk-gundenbasin-ozgurlugunu-kisitladi,949894
»» May - https://www.haberler.com/chp-li-cakirozer-mayista-gazeteciler-sorusturmalar13279384-haberi/
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»» June - https://t24.com.tr/haber/chp-li-cakirozer-den-haziran-ayi-basin-ozgurluguraporu-gazetecilerin-nefesi-kesilirse-toplumun-nefesi-kesilir,962760
•

Former CHP MP Barış Yarkadaş’s monthly reports:
»» April - https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/emniyetin-genelgesine-tepki-gazetecileridegil-polis-siddetini-engelleyin-1832334
»» May - https://www.medyakoridoru.com/gundem/turkiye-medyasinin-mayis-karnesi10-gazeteci-hakim-karsisina-cikti-24282/
»» June - https://www.krttv.com.tr/gundem/yalnizca-haziran-ayinda-79-gazeteciyargilandi-h83398.html

c.International civil society and European Union activities
The setback in Turkish democracy and freedoms are also on the agenda of the international
community. The European Union and United Nations continue to support press freedom, whether
it be directly or through civil society.

In solidarity with Turkish counterparts, international

organizations working in the field of media closely monitor the journalism scene in Turkey as well as
problems faced by journalists. Studies, reports, and statements by such organizations are of high
importance for journalists in Turkey. This chapter features studies and developments concerning
the democratic scene and media in Turkey.
European Parliament adopted the EU-Turkey 2019-2020 Report penned by Parliament’s Rapporteur
on Turkey Nacho Sanchez Amor, with 480 votes in favor, 64 against, and 150 abstentions. Critical of
fundamental rights in Turkey, democracy, rule of law and human rights, report called for suspending
accession negotiations with Turkey.209 Prosecution of journalist as well as oppression against
caused a backlash from the government. A statement by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs read: “In a
time when there are efforts to revive the relations between Turkey and the European Union, such
recommendation far from objectivity is unacceptable.”210 According to the report, European Union
and Turkey’s relations are at a historic low point.
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe called for an amendment on article 301 of the
Turkish Criminal Law. It was said that amendments on the Turkish Criminal Law and Anti-Terror
Laws could be made to protect freedom of expression. Committee urged Turkey to amend the
said legislation in accordance with the jurisprudence of ECtHR, in order to clearly underline that
freedom of expression is not a crime. Committee also demanded detailed figures of journalists
being prosecuted, imprisoned, and arrested.211
209 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0243_EN.html
210 https://tr.euronews.com/2021/05/19/avrupa-parlamentosu-ab-nin-turkiye-ile-tam-uyelik-muzakerelerini-ask-ya-almas-nistedi?fromBreakingNews=1
211 https://tr.euronews.com/2021/06/11/avrupa-konseyi-bakanlar-komitesi-nden-turkiye-ye-ifade-ozgurlugu-cagr-s
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them, restraining press freedom and pluralistic media were also featured on the report, which

Turkey ranked 153rd out of 180 countries on the annual Press Freedom Index of Reporters Without
Borders (RSF).212 According to the report, journalism is totally blocked or seriously impeded in 73
countries and constrained in 59 others. It was also noted that governments used the coronavirus
pandemic as an excuse to pressure journalists. RSF noted that worldwide media freedom was
mostly stable in 2020, though there is an overall 12% deterioration since 2013 and that only 12 out
of 180 countries were well off.213
According to the “Wanted! Real Action for Media Freedom in Europe” Report by the “Platform to
Promote the Protection of Journalism and Safety of Journalist” of the European Council, mainstream
media is under government control, RTÜK is being directed by the government and threat towards
independent broadcasters is increasing.214 Report stated while critical media is being punished by the
government, pro-government media is being rewarded and financially supported with public funds.
Report also noted Evrensel and Birgün newspapers were deprived from public funds. According to
the report, journalists in Turkey and Azerbaijan are the most prosecuted media personnel in Europe,
charged with crimes such as: “insulting public officials,” “disclosing confidential information” and
“membership to a terrorist organization.” Number of journalists on pre-trial detention for crimes of
terror and espionage, is the highest in Europe in Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Russia. It was also noted
that journalist in Turkey and Russia are assaulted while covering public events and protests. In
2020, a total of 201 media freedom alerts were reported to the platform, indicating a %40 increase
compared to the previous year. 52 journalists were subject to physical violence while nearly 70
journalists were assaulted or were otherwise intimidated according to the report. Report also
detailed the broadcast suspensions and fines imposed on Fox TV and Halk TV for their broadcasts.215
16 rights organizations, consisting of international media and human rights organizations, sent
a joint letter to EU leaders asking the Council of Europe to demand the termination of the decline
in human rights and freedom of expression in Turkey. Letter read: “The Turkish government must
be openly urged to release all prisoners of thought, end the practice of detaining elected officials,
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lawyers and journalists, stop political influence over the judiciary, and implement the ECHR decisions
immediately.”216
“European Union Annual Report on Human Right and Democracy in the World/2020” has been
published.217 According to the report, deterioration of human rights and fundamental rights in
Turkey continued in 2020. Critical voices, including journalists were oppressed, and were subject to
surveillance, thus causing self-censorship and an overall restriction of freedoms.
Apart from the European Union and European countries, United States also made statements
regarding freedom of expression and of the press in Turkey. Director of PEN America’s Free
212 https://rsf.org/en/ranking_table
213 https://tr.euronews.com/2021/04/20/dunya-bas-n-ozgurlugu-endeksi-gazetecilik-130-dan-fazla-ulkede-engellendi-turkiye153-s-ra
214 https://rm.coe.int/final-version-annual-report-2021-en-wanted-real-action-for-media-freed/1680a2440e
215 https://tr.euronews.com/2021/04/28/avrupa-konseyi-medya-raporunda-rtuk-e-bag-ms-z-medya-uzerinde-bask-olusturuyorelestirisi
216 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/436347/uluslararasi-16-basin-ve-insan-haklari-orgutunden-avrupa-konseyine-turkiye-cagrisi
217 https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/eeas_annual_report_humanity_2021_web.pdf
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Expression at Risk Programs Karin Deutsch Karlekar said: “In late 2014, early 2015 during my last
year at the Freedom House, we have dropped Turkey’s status from “partly free” to “not free.” At the
time, I was criticized harshly by the Turkish government and the Turkish press. Conditions were
bad back then, now it is worse.” Karlekar noted the downfall in freedoms in the last five years and
added: “The government not only pressures media but all forms of freedom of expression as well.
Pressure on human rights advocates, activists and culture intensified in the last five years.”218
Allegations by crime-boss leader Sedet Peker left uninvestigated, which sparked criticism in
the international community. 17 international freedom of expression and freedom of the press
organizations called Minister of Justice Abdulhamit Gül and leaders of political parties to investigate
the allegations about slain journalists Uğur Mumcu (1993) and Kutlu Adalı (1996).219 Statement
also noted Peker taking responsibility of the September 2015 attacks on Hürriyet newspaper, to
intimidate then owner of Doğan Media Group; Aydın Doğan. Signatories of the statement are: Articolo
21, Civic Space Studies Association, Committee Protect Journalists (CPJ), Danish PEN, English
PEN, European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF), European Federation of Journalists
(EFJ), German PEN, IFEX, International Observatory of Human Rights (IOHR), International Press
Institute (IPI), OBC Transeuropa (OBCT), PEN Canada, PEN International, PEN Norway, Platform for
Independent Journalism (P24), South East Europe Media Organisation (SEEMO), Swedish PEN and
WAN-IFRA.220
Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) called on Turkish authorities to “cease their legal harassment
of journalist Deniz Yücel and drop all of the charges against him.” Based in New York, Head of Europe
and Central Asia Program at the CPJ Gulnoza Said stated: “Authorities should drop the trumpedup charges against Yücel and end their vindictive campaign to stifle him and other reporters in the
country.”221 International Press Institute (IPI) called on Turkish authorities to drop charges against
journalist Ozan Kaplanoğlu, who is sentenced to an almost a two-year imprisonment back in June

218 https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/turkiye-de-ozgurluklere-yonelik-baskilar-genisleyerek-artiyor-/5878059.html
219 https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ENG-Letters_merged.pdf
220 https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/tr/uluslararasi-hak-gruplaridan-mumcu-ve-adali-cinayetlerinin-arastirilmasi-icinturkiyeye-ortak-cagri/
221 https://cpj.org/2021/05/turkish-journalist-deniz-yucel-charged-with-degrading-the-country/
222 https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/tr/ipi-gazeteci-ozan-kaplanogluna-yonelik-suclamalar-dusurulmeli/
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for reporting a press release.222

6-ASSESSMENT AND
SUGGESTIONS
This report features developments concerning press freedom in the second quarter of the year,
though it is far from painting an optimistic picture. Nor it is possible to state better days are ahead
for journalists in Turkey. Nonetheless, negative events also shed light on the points that the struggle
for the betterment of professional conditions of journalism to be waged, so that journalism can be
practiced freely in the name of public good. Upon an overall evaluation of this Report, below are the
highlights professional press organizations and advocates should take a closer look:
•

Early elections are around the corner, political tensions and polarization are becoming more
visible. At times like such, one should opt for negotiation, not tension or marginalization
and bear in mind, the latter deuce increases right violations against journalist and restrains
freedom of the press.

•

Preparations by the Government for the new regulation of online media should be monitored
closely. It is expected that the Press Law will be amended and will include online media in
its scope. Details of the Law is yet to be defined but is very likely that it will introduce new
measures to oppress critical broadcasting. Legislative regulations that might stand in the
way of independent mediums must be objected. Turkish Parliament should support the
effectiveness of professional organizations and advocacy. Rather than pro-government media
executives or owners, representatives of professional organizations should be consulted
regarding possible legislative regulations.
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•

Following up with cases filed at the Council of State and applications made to the Constitutional
Court by professional organizations is important. Namely cases on: Press Card Regulation,
Circular of the General Directorate of Security and right to compensation should be followed
up. Apart from individual cases filed by journalists, there is a substantial progress in the legal
struggle for professional gain. With the efforts of professional organizations and input by
lawyers who work with them, there is a substantial gain in terms of legal capacity.

•

Professional press organizations collaborated many times in the second quarter of the year.
Joint statements and collaborations brough positive outcomes on applications to the High
Court, press cards, professional principles and ethics, condemning being subject to violence
on duty. Such solidarity must be sustained.

•

Attacks on journalists are increasing and becoming more widespread. Politicians targeting
journalists and impunity for attackers pave the way for new attacks while fostering the audacity
behind this aggression. Professional organizations must ensure the safety of journalists and
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take the steps that would secure it. Professional organizations must unite against impunity
and targeting, just as they did for violence against journalists.
•

With increasing fines for cutting advertisements and the emergence of annual balance sheets,
the demand for transparency and equality in the media and regulatory institutions are now on
the agenda of journalists, MP’s, lawyers and academics. In the coming period, the joint efforts
of press freedom defenders, who demand transparency in the media economy, may make way
to more effective results. Professional organizations should collaborate on the demand for
transparency, just as they collaborated on press cards, violence and legislative regulations.

•

Demand for transparency should go for BİK as well. Newspaper circulations should be
transparently shared, official announcements/advertisement allocated by BİK should be
made public on a regular basis and audit reports should be disclosed. In order to attend to
the request by local media outlets for lowering cuts, BİK needs to maintain an accountable
stance.

•

As it was uttered in the first quarter of the year, post-pandemic working conditions of
journalists should be considered. Possible downsides of remote work and how to prevent
loss of personal rights as employees are important topics.

Apart from above mentioned obstacles, journalism has unique professional problems. The need
for encouraging younger journalists by means of developing alternative educative models and
enhancing the capacity of novel news mediums is still very much a priority, one that needs to attend
by professional organizations. Media economy is shrinking, adding the coronavirus pandemic to the
equation, financial resources of local media is drastically limited, thus their sustainability is under
threat. Closed down media outlets and unemployment are still two major problems. Audiences
turn to digital media for news, in other words there is an apparent shift to digital media, Alternative
media is trying to get by on low income, making the need for supporting independent broadcasting

Media Monitoring Report of the M4D Project will continue following up with above mentioned
suggestions, share new developments in the upcoming reports and will foster dialogue with relevant
institutions.
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is more important than ever.
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The Association of Journalists was founded
on 10 January 1946 by journalists Mekki Sait
Esen, Niyazi Acun, Aka Gündüz, Bilal Akba,
Adil Akba, Sebahattin Sönmez and Muvaffak
Menemencioğlu. The founding purpose of
the association was to unite journalists in
different press organs under one roof, improve
professional and social rights, and to safeguard
the rights and freedoms of journalism which are
imperative to the profession. Founding chairman
Mekki Sait Esen headed the Association of
Journalists between 1946 and 1956, he was
succeeded by former senator Ecvet Güresin
between 1956-1957. Gazanfer Kurt, founder
and owner of Kudret Newspaper, headed the
association until 1959, then Atilla Bartınlıoğlu
took over until 1960. Former CHP member of
parliament Altan Öymen was chairman of the
association between 1960 and 1961, he was
later succeeded by İbrahim Cüceoğlu in 1961.
Akis magazine manager and writer Metin
Toker became chairman of the Association
of Journalists in 1962, after having served a
7 month and 53-day prison sentence in 1957.
Founding owner of Ekspress Newspaper Doğan
Kasaroğlu took over as chairman in 1963 until
1968, he was later appointed as general manager
of TRT. Beyhan Cenkçi, who worked in positions
such as general editor, writer, editor-in-chief
and executive editor for Yenigün, Ulus, Ankara
Telgraf, Ankara Ekspres and Dünya newspapers,
was also chairman of the Journalists Union for
five years. Cenkçi, who received a one-andahalf year prison sentence along with some of
his colleagues before 1960, was elected as
chairman of the Association of Journalists in
1969. He continued to serve as chairman of the
Association of Journalists until 1992. Cenkçi
also served as senator in the Senate of the
Republic during his 24 years as chairman in the
Association of Journalists. Nazmi Bilgin, who
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started his professional career in 1971 in Son
Havadis Newspaper, worked as chief-in-editor
and owner of Güneş Newspaper, he later served
as news director at Dünya Newspaper. Bilgin
also worked as the parliament and Presidency
correspondent for Tercüman Newspaper. After
having taken part in the founding of TRT-2,
he worked as “Senior Correspondent” and
“General Manager Consultant” in TRT for five
years. Bilgin was elected as Chairman of the
Association of Journalists unanimously in
1992. He founded the Federation of Journalists
in Turkey in 1996, where he served as chairman
until 2009. Bilgin served as the Ankara
correspondent for BRT Television, he is also a
member and supervisor in the Turkish National
Commission for UNESCO. He continues to serve
as a member of the board of directors for the
Public Advertisement Authority (BİK), and he
is a member of the board of trustees, board of
directors of the Turkish Armed Forces “Elele
Foundation” and the Advertisement Agency. The
Association of Journalists is as old as Turkey’s
transition to a multi-party system, or in other
words its transition to a pluralist democracy.
Our association started its journey with only a
handful of journalists, today it has more than
2000 members, financial independence and has
become one of Turkey’s oldest, largest and most
respected professional and non-governmental
organizations. Since its beginning in 1946, the
Association of Journalists has relentlessly
stood by its country, and has vigilantly defended
the republic, its pluralist democracy, freedom
of expression and freedom of the press. The
Association of Journalists has taken its rightful
place among the respected professional
organizations of our country thanks to the
reassurance it has provided over the years.
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Media for Democracy,
Democracy for Media Project
This project was started in January 2019 by
the Association of Journalists to strengthen
pluralism in the media and freedom of the
press in Turkey as a safeguard for democracy,
and will go on until March 2022. The overall
objective of the project: To strengthen pluralist
media and free press in Turkey as a safe guard
for democracy. Specific objectives of the
project: The first objective is to provide a basis
for increased support and awareness by the
public for a pluralist and free media; the second
objective is to create a conducive environment for
journalists to increase solidarity. The activities
carried out as part of the project are as follows:
As part of the project, annual Press Freedom
Monitoring Reports and quarterly Monitoring
of Media Environment Reports are published.
These reports are distributed to universities,
media organizations, government agencies, all
relevant civil society organizations, the European
Commission, embassies of EU member states
in Turkey, and journalists. Situation assessment
meetings are held across Turkey to improve
data gathering and broaden information
networks. These meetings help to combine
existing networks, increase opportunities
for cooperation, expand the capacity for
observation, and provide valuable opportunities
for local media CSOs and journalists to
exchange views on national and international
issues. These meetings also function to provide
content for reports on Freedom of the Press
and Freedom of Expression. Regular visits to
state institutions in Ankara are carried out in
order to improve the environment of the media
and conduct lobbying activities for freedom of
expression; these visits are conducted in light
of findings of annual civil monitoring reports
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written as part of the project, and of evaluation
reports distributed during annual conferences.
In terms of carrying out international advocacy
activities, reports are shared with and visits are
made to the European Union, Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe, and other
related civil society organizations. A national
conference is held at the end of each year of
the project; conferences are open to sector
representatives, journalists, academicians,
journalism students, and beneficiaries of support
mechanisms. Participants are invited directly
or through open calls. Each year a “Journalism
Professional Honour Award” is presented to
a journalist who has devoted themselves and
made long-term contributions to freedom of
expression and freedom of the media in Turkey.
A Press House has been established in the
Association of Journalists’ premises. The Press
House has a common work area where the
project’s target groups can come together and
benefit from computers, software and expertise
support while also making use of a studio and
a meeting room. The Press House also hosts
capacity building trainings for journalists. Local
trainings are also carried out in cooperation
with non-governmental organizations operating
in the media field to improve the capacities of
journalists. These local trainings are conducted
in collaboration with local journalists’
association that the Association of Journalists
is already in collaboration with. The Press
House hosts weekly “Journalists’ Meetings”
for journalists to improve solidarity, establish
networks and share information.

Association of Journalists
Media for Democracy, Democracy for Media Project
Üsküp Caddesi No: 35 Çankaya / Ankara

+90 312 468 12 09

www.media4democracy.org
www.gc-tr.org
www.24saatgazetesi.com

facebook.com/media4democracy

instagram.com/media4democracy
youtube.com/media4democracy

Click for the reports published within the scope of Media for Democracy,
Democracy for Media Project.
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